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The Summer Program

The summer tradition that began in 1950 to 
bring the best artists to teach under the pines 
continues today. Intensive hands-on workshops 
in creative writing, dance, fashion and inter-
arts, film and sound, music, theatre, visual 
arts and Native American arts are offered to 
students from age 5 to 105. Each year, more 
than 1,700 adults and children attend the 
Idyllwild Arts Summer Program. In addition 
to the Adult Arts Center programs featured 
in this catalog, the Summer Program offers 
High School Intensives, workshops for Middle 
Schoolers and kids, and Family Week. Visit 
idyllwildarts.org/summer for information. 

Student Life 

Workshops & Daily Schedules
You will work intensely in a focused, yet relaxed 
setting, which provides detailed technical 
instruction and personal attention to individual 
artistic needs. Instructors are experienced and 
interested in working with students of all levels 
and abilities. 

Workshops run 9 a.m.-4 p.m. each day, with 
a break for lunch in the campus dining hall 
(included in tuition). Writing workshops 
have shorter in-class hours allowing time 
each afternoon for writing, craft talks, and 

conferences. Evening events take place 
throughout the week.

On-Campus Activities for Adults
For the entire Summer Events Calendar please 
visit idyllwildarts.org/events. 

The weekly schedule typically includes:

Monday
Parks Exhibition Center reception and gallery 
talk and Faculty Art Shows 

Tuesday
Faculty artist demonstrations, lectures, readings 
or concerts

Wednesday
All-campus Barbecue & Open Mic in Cargill 
Commons, adult-only section for those with a 
preference

Thursday
Starry, starry nights. Evenings at the Idyllwild 
Arts Observatory

Friday
Adult Arts Center student show and reception.

The campus offers hiking trails and nature 
walks, as well as a 25-meter swimming pool 
and tennis courts. Parks Exhibition Center is 
open daily and features the work of artists in 
residence as well as a selection of fine Native 
American art and jewelry.

Adult 
Student Life
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Campus Facilities & Services

The campus features large dormitories, a 
dining hall and a snack bar. Services include 
the health center, bookstore and laundry 
facilities.

The Margaret Cargill Commons, located at the 
heart of campus between Lowman Concert 
Hall and the IAF Theatre, offers areas to relax, 
converse, and mingle.

Exhibition areas include the Parks Exhibition 
Center and the outdoor Eymann Sculpture 
Garden. 

Performance venues include the Lowman 
Concert Hall, IAF Theatre, Stephens Recital 
Hall, Holmes Amphitheatre, and the Junior 
Players Theatre.

The Krone Library houses resource areas, 
classrooms and a museum. 

Dance studios, rehearsal halls, film studio and 
practice rooms are located across the campus.

Housing & Meals 

On-Campus Housing
Residence Halls
Modest dormitory rooms with twin or bunk 
beds accommodate one or two adults. Each 
dorm room has its own bathroom. Rates 
include meals from Sunday, 4 p.m. to Saturday, 
10 a.m. Linens and towels, which are changed 
weekly, are included.

Two persons per room, meals included 
 $545 per person per week 
 $335 per person for three days

Private room, meals included  
(limited availability)  
 $760 per week  
 $475 for three days

Check-out time is 10 a.m. on Saturday.

On-campus accommodations are not available 
for weekend workshop participants. 

Quiet hours are 10 p.m.–8 a.m. Smoking is 
prohibited in all campus facilities. Pets are 
not allowed, with the exception of service 
animals, such as Seeing Eye dogs. Official 
documentation of service status must be 
uploaded using the Upload Service Animal 
Paperwork Here form in the Forms & 
Documents Tab in your CampInTouch 
account and submitted to the registrar at least 
30 days prior to arriving on campus.

Off-Campus Housing
Idyllwild offers many lodging options, from 
luxury to rustic, including motels, bed and 
breakfast inns, cabins and lodges. There are 

also public and private campgrounds. For 
information about Idyllwild lodging visit 
idyllwildarts.org/IdyllwildInfo

Meals
Lunch is included for all registered students. 
Meals are served cafeteria-style, and include 
vegetarian options, including hot entrees and 
an extensive salad bar features fresh fruits 
and vegetables at lunch and dinner. We are 
unable to accommodate special diets. You may 
purchase additional meals by the week for 
yourself or family members. A one-week meal 
pass (20 meals) is $100.

Location & Transportation 

Location
The campus is located at 5,377-feet elevation 
in the Strawberry Valley on the western slope 
of the San Jacinto Mountains. The 205-acre 
campus is a naturally beautiful setting with 
clean air, alpine forests, mountains and 
meadows. This tranquil site, remote from 
urban distractions, affords students a unique 
learning environment. The Idyllwild Arts 
campus is situated two miles from the center 
of the village of Idyllwild and 2.5 hours from 
Los Angeles and San Diego and one hour from 
Palm Springs by car. 

Transportation
There is no public transportation to or 
within Idyllwild. Transportation is available 
from the Palm Springs and Ontario airports 
at $95 for one-way service. Los Angeles 
International Airport is $150 each way. To 
take advantage of the airport shuttle service, 
you must purchase transportation through 
the Additional Options form and complete 
the Airport Transportation form, both 
found in the Forms & Documents Tab in 
your CampInTouch account. You must make 
arrangements with the Summer Program 
registrar at least two weeks before you plan 
to arrive on campus. For help contact the 
Summer Program Registration office. 

About Idyllwild 

Idyllwild is listed as one of the “100 Best Small 
Art Towns in America” and features numerous 
galleries representing the work of more than 
200 artists. Idyllwild is filled with unique 
gift shops, galleries, a movie theater, and 
restaurants. Area restaurants feature a variety 
of cuisine from pub fare to upscale, and most 
offer vegetarian and gluten-free options.

There are hundreds of miles of hiking 
trails from gentle to strenuous leading to 
the meadows and peaks that tower above 
the town. Idyllwild is also known for rock 
climbing and bicycling. Horseback riding and 

fishing are available within 20 minutes  
from campus. Bring the whole family!

Summer temperatures range from the high 70s 
to low 90s during the day and drop to the 50s 
and 60s in the evenings.

For local lodging, restaurants, weather,  
and more, search for Idyllwild on  
www.TripAdvisor.com

Summer Registrar-Idyllwild Campus 
 phone: (951) 468-7265 
 email: summer@idyllwildarts.org 
 website: www.idyllwildarts.org

Idyllwild Arts Summer Program 
P.O. Box 38 
Idyllwild, California  92549-0038

Follow us on Twitter, FaceBook, Tumblr, 
Instagram

 * At the time this catalog was printed, every 
effort was made to assure its accuracy. 
In keeping with our commitment to 
individual and timely needs of students 
and faculty, however, we reserve the 
right to make changes in faculty, courses, 
schedules, tuition and policies. 

For the most current information, visit 
idyllwildarts.org/summer.

For a complete calendar of daily 
events, lectures, concerts, and more 
visit idyllwildarts.org/events.
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Native 
American 
Arts

Workshops, June 18-July 1

Engaging, hands-on learning opportunities are 
designed for adults of all levels of experience 
and knowledge. Working closely with master 
artists and cultural specialists, you will have 
the rare opportunity to learn traditional and 
contemporary Native American art forms and 
gain insight into the rich cultural foundation 
that inspires and motivates each artist. See the 
following pages for workshop listings.

Festival, June 24-30

Distinguished artists, scholars and cultural 
specialists will present exhibits, performances, 
demonstrations, films and the Michael Kabotie 
Lecture Series. Daily Native American food 
tastings mean there will be something to 
stimulate all your senses. The spirit of this 
annual event is to bring the scientific, intuitive 
and trickster voices together for a balanced and 
provocative learning experience. It is designed 
to enhance and add depth to the hands-on 
workshop experience. 

All Festival events are open to the public.

2018 Festival 
Beyond Language: Indigenous Art & Expression 

Consultants: 
Joe Baker (Delaware), Director, Palos Verdes 
Art Center 

Gerald Clarke, Jr. (Cahuilla), Artist, Assistant 
Professor, Ethnic Studies at UC Riverside

Schedule and Guests:  
www.idyllwildarts.org/nativearts    

Previous Festival Guests Include:
Dr. Lowell Bean
Bert Benally
Dr. Janet Berlo
Dr. Tara Browner
Dustinn Craig
Dr. Patricia Crown
Dancing Earth/ 
 Rulan Tangen
Brent Michael Davids
Chris Eyre
Gary Farmer
Yatika Fields
Git Hayetsk Dancers
Teri Greeves
Kimberly Guerrero

Dr. Jonathan Haas
Sterlin Harjo
Dr. Ann Lane Hedlund
Michael Kabotie 
Kealoha
James Luna
America Meredith
Mt. Cahuilla Birdsingers
Loretta Oden
Cara Romero
Alex Seotewa
Sean Sherman
Jock Soto
Spiderwoman Theater
Arigon Starr
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Dr. Rina Swentzell
David Treuer
Marty Two Bulls, Sr
Frank Waln & 
 Sampson Bros

W. Richard West
Manuelito Wheeler
Steven Yazzie
Nathan Youngblood
…and many more!

2018 Workshops
Cahuilla Basketry, page 42
Cahuilla Style Pottery, page 11
California Native Plants, page 27
Creation of Northwest Coast Hand Drums, page 26
Hopi Jewelry, page 17
Pueblo Pottery, page 12
Introduction to Glass Blowing, page 38
Glass Design, page 39
Native American Cuisine: Indigenous Techniques, page 26
Native American Flute Making, page 25
Navajo Inlay Jewelry, page 17
Navajo Weaving, page 42
Seeds of Glass: Native Beadwork as Surface Design, page 24
3D Encaustic Exploration and Mold Making, page 40
Small Scale Bronze Casting, page 40
Tohono O’odham Basketry, page 41
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Susan Beiner, Over the Garden Wall

Ceramics & 
Hot Clay

HOT CLAY
June 10–July 7
EIGHT workshops

Idyllwild Arts has a long history of offering 
outstanding ceramics programs, with such 
renowned faculty as Fred Olsen, Shiro 
Otani, Susan Peterson, Maria Martinez, Patti 
Warashina, Lana Wilson, and Jeff Oestreich.   

Overview

Coordinator: Richard Burkett
Studio Manager: David Delgado

Each Week Features:
•  Hands-on Workshops
•  Open Studios

•  Faculty demonstrations  
and lectures  

•  Critiques and feedback
•  Faculty Exhibits and Artist 

Receptions 
•  Small classes, maximum interaction  

with faculty
•  Participant exhibits 
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HOT CLAY I

Nature in Porcelain

Susan Beiner
June 10 – 16  

This workshop is an investigation of nature and 
fluidity. Students will utilize slipcasting and 
handbuilding in porcelain to create various 
forms relating to nature. Utilizing selected 
molds, students will explore building sculpture 
by creating a relationship of all the parts.  

Students will draw in nature to inspire their 
compositions, creating a conversation between 
2D and 3D imagery.  The repetition found in 
nature will translate onto sculptures by drawing 
and layering glazes. Surface design and the 
role of color will also be discussed in order to 
prepare for a cone 6 soda firing.

Skill Level: All levels

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $75, includes clay, shared supplies, 
firing costs; you will be asked to bring 
additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 10 students 

Susan Beiner is associate professor in 
ceramics at Arizona State University.  She 
uses slipcasting to create large scale modular 
ceramic installations. She exhibits in the US 

and abroad, and has been awarded numerous 
international residencies.  She has exhibited 
in the Gimhae Clayarch Museum, S. Korea, 
The Limogues Foundation, France and the 
Jingdezhen Ceramics Museum, China and her 
work is in the permanent collections of the 
Yixing Ceramics Museum, China, Princessehof 
Keramiek Museum, Netherlands, LA County 
Museum of Art, CA, and the Long Beach 
Museum of Art, CA. She earned her MFA from 
University of MI, Ann Arbor.  
www.susanbeinerceramics.com

Nature Tradition:  
Cultivating Inspirations in Clay

Adam Field
June 10-16

In this workshop Adam Field will 
demonstrate his methods for carving 
intricate pattern on a variety of wheel-thrown 
porcelain forms.  He will also demonstrate 
traditional Korean Onggi coil and paddle 
pottery techniques. From ancient Korean 
techniques, to innovative solutions for 
timeless problems, you will develop a new 
perspective on creating and decorating 
functional pottery.  You will learn new skills 
for mapping out and carving geometric 
patterns in clay.  Generous discussions about 
studio practice, aesthetics, materials, ceramic 

history, and promotion and marketing 
strategies for the studio potter are certain to 
encourage individual discovery, growth, and 
development of fresh ideas.  You will gain the 
skills and confidence to create and decorate 
work in your own voice. 

Skill Level: All levels 

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $45, includes clay, shared supplies, 
firing costs; you will be asked to bring 
additional materials. Instructor will have 
carving tools available for purchase in class 
for $32. 
Enrollment limited to 10 students 

Adam Field earned his BA in art from Fort 
Lewis College. He has lived and operated 
thriving studio businesses in the San Francisco 
Bay Area, Maui, Durango (CO), and most 
recently Helena (MT). He spent a year in 
Icheon, South Korea, studying traditional 
Korean pottery making techniques under 6th 
generation Onggi master Kim Ill Maan. In 
2013 Adam created and premiered HIDE-
N-SEEKAH at the NCECA conference 
in Houston. In 2013, he was a long-term 
resident artist at the Archie Bray Foundation 
for Ceramic Arts. His works are in private 
collections and kitchen cabinets internationally. 
www.adamfieldpottery.com

Adam Field, 3 Cups
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Slab Slinging Extravaganza! Slab Built Pottery

Jeremy Randall
June 10-16 

In this class we will explore slab construction 
to produce pottery forms that are out of the 
round, learning new ways to incorporate 
volume, texture, color, and surface 
development along with electric firing and 
post firing construction to make vessels which 
are rich with visual interest.  Using a template 
method of generating ideas and drawing form, 
we will be able to take flat shapes and transform 
them into volumetric objects. We will use 
terra sigilatta to create enlivened surfaces that 
are luscious and loaded with color.  Through 
this class, you will develop an approach to 
decoration, which looks at line, texture, and 
form to make decisions that respond to and 
build upon your own visual vocabulary. 

Skill Level:  All levels, though handbuilding 
experience is recommended.

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $75, includes clay, stains, shared 
supplies, firing costs; you will be asked to bring 
additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 10 students 

Josh DeWeese, Mugs

Jeremy Randall, Teapot and Yunomi
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Jeremy Randall received his BFA from 
Syracuse University and his MFA in ceramics 
from the University of Florida. He currently 
lives in Tully, New York, where he owns and 
operates his studio/teaching business, Rusty 
Wheel Pottery. Jeremy has taught at a number 
of craft schools, in Cortona Italy, and has 
taught ceramics/studio art at the higher ed level 
for over a decade. He has shown in national 
exhibits and has work in public and private 
collections, venues, and galleries throughout 
the US, and has been published in national 
and international periodicals, texts, and 
publications. www.jeremyrandallceramics.com   
www.rustywheelpottery.com 

HOT CLAY II

Finding Your Voice:  
The Art of Pottery

Josh DeWeese
June 17-23

What are the elements that contribute to the 
character of a pot? How do you develop them 
to make them your own? This is a workshop 
for developing your pottery as an expressive 
art form. The class will include instruction of 
different ways for making pots, using throwing 

and altering techniques. Students will bring 
work to fire in an atmospheric soda kiln. 
Ideas and information for surface treatments 
and firing techniques will be discussed and 
shared. Presentations of the artist’s work and 
contemporary ceramics will compliment this 
hands-on experience.

Skill Level: All Levels

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $75, includes clay, shared supplies, 
firing costs; you will be asked to bring 
additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 10 students 

Josh DeWeese is a ceramic artist and educator, 
currently an Associate Professor of Art 
teaching ceramics at Montana State University 
in Bozeman. He served as Resident Director of 
the Archie Bray Foundation for the Ceramic 
Arts in Helena, Montana from 1992-2006.  He 
holds an MFA from the New York State College 
of Ceramics at Alfred, and a BFA from the 
Kansas City Art Institute.  Josh has exhibited 
and taught workshops internationally and 
his work is included in numerous public and 
private collections. joshdeweese.com

Pattern, Print, Repeat

Adrienne Eliades
June 17 – 23

This intensive workshop provides an 
introduction to surface decoration techniques 
with an emphasis on designing and generating 
reusable Die Cut stencils using a KLIC-N-
KUT Zing Air Die Cutter. Based on individual 
aesthetics, you will develop a vocabulary 
of personal expression through drawings, 
patterns, found imagery and more. With a 
variety of resists, glazes, and underglazes, 
you will explore the allure of the repeat 
pattern, customized color palettes and surface 
treatments using custom-made hump molds. 
This course is designed to create opportunities 
for surface design development in our studio 
practices, expanding your surface decoration 
repertoire.  We will focus on how to create and 
push ideas, push materials and techniques, and 
how to push your work further. 

Skill Level: All levels, both handbuilders and 
wheel throwers; previous clay experience 
helpful.

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $65, includes clay, shared supplies, 
firing costs; you will be asked to bring 

Adrienne Eliades, Milk + Sugar
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additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 10 students 

Adrienne Eliades is a studio artist currently 
living in Vancouver, WA. She earned a BA from 
the University of North Carolina, and an MFA 
from the University of Florida. She has been 
an artist-in-residence and a Ceramic Technical 
Specialist at San Diego State University, 
Ash Street Project in Portland, OR, and 
Guldagergaard International Research Center 
in Denmark. Most recently, Adrienne was an 
Amaco Demonstrating Artist at NCECA in 
Pittsburgh, PA. www.adrienneeliades.com

Transforming the Natural World

Kate MacDowell
June 17- 23

This workshop will explore natural forms while 
transforming and combining plant, animal 
and figurative elements. You will create a 
small porcelain sculpture to be bisqued after 
the workshop while working from images 
brought from home. We will cover shortcuts 
for figuring out proportions and working from 
2D scientific drawings and photographs.  We’ll  
focus on  building solid and hollowing out;  
creating surface texture;  and micro-sculpting 
additions such as insects, flowers and leaves.  
I’ll also share tips for shepherding your work 
through drying, firing, and crack repair.  You 
will consider the possibilities of using the 
interior space of a piece, how to “cheat” gravity 
and include supports when mimicking natural 
growth, and creating interest through form and 
texture rather than glaze.  

Skill Level:  All levels. Comfort working small 
and life drawing or sculpting experience are 
helpful.  

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $65, includes porcelain, shared 
supplies, firing costs, “wet box” plaster bat, 
image stand; you will be asked to bring 
additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 10 students

Kate MacDowell’s porcelain sculpture has 
been shown internationally, including art 
fairs in Miami, New York, Seattle, Chicago, 
Amsterdam, Basel, London, and Paris.  She 
was an artist in residence at the Kohler Arts 
and Industry Program and Watershed Center 
and has exhibited in the Museum of Arts and 
Design (NY), Banksy’s Dismaland, and MOCA 
North Miami and Virginia. Her work has been 
published in many magazines, books, and as 
album art. She lives in Portland, OR and is 
represented by Mindy Solomon Gallery in 
Miami. www.katemacdowell.com 

Kate MacDowell, Idea

Richard Burkett, Bowl
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HOT CLAY III

Pottery & Food:  
Ware for Elegant Serving and Dining

Richard Burkett & Joe Molinaro, with  
special guest Chef Freddie Bitsoie
June 24 – 30  
(3pm Sunday through 2pm Saturday)

Enjoy a week-long workshop on making ware 
for food: methods, aesthetics, requirements, 
and best of all, eating great food on ware 
you’ve made. Learn new ways of creating 
pottery that perfectly complements food, 
ware made by hand or on the potter’s wheel 
for contemporary cuisine influenced by 
indigenous and local sources. Chef Freddie 
Bitsoie will inspire us all with beautiful 
food prepared especially for the class, from 
appetizers at the start of the week to a lunch 
served on class pottery on the final day. 
He’ll be offering ideas on food presentation 
throughout the week. Joe and Richard will 
also share a wide array of international images 
from markets and cultures to inspire new 
contemporary pottery form and decoration. 
We’ll work primarily at cone 6 oxidation, with 

some other possibilities like reduction and C6 
soda firing in the mix.

Skill Level:  Skilled beginning to advanced 
(basic ceramic skills required).

Tuition: $755
Lab fee: $95 for clay and materials, firing 
costs, and catering by Chef Bitsoie (at opening 
class reception Sunday, June 24 and lunch 
Saturday, June 30)
Enrollment limited to 10 students 

Richard Burkett has more than 45 years of 
experience in ceramics, loves both food and 
pottery, and has studied ceramics around the 
world, often with Joe Molinaro. Richard has 
worked in a wide range of ceramics processes. 
Richard is the author of HyperGlaze glaze 
software and the coauthor of the 6th edition of 
Ceramics: A Potter’s Handbook. He is currently 
Professor of Art-Ceramics at San Diego State 
University.  www.richardburkett.com

Joe Molinaro, a Professor Emeritus at Eastern 
Kentucky University, has exhibited his artwork 
extensively both in the US and abroad.  He 
holds a BS from Ball State University and 
an MFA from Southern Illinois University 
at Carbondale.  A recipient of two Fulbright 
Awards, Joe has been conducting research in 

the Amazon region of Ecuador for the past 
25 years and has produced both writings 
and video documentaries on the subject.  He 
regularly contributes writings on the ceramic 
arts for national and international ceramic 
publications, and currently lives and maintains 
a studio in San Miguel de Allende, Mexico. 
www.joemolinaro.com

Chef Freddie Bitsoie, see bio under  
Native American Cuisine

HOT CLAY IV

Pottery Boot Camp 

David Delgado & Sam Lopez
July 2–7

Come build or improve your technical skill 
for making functional pottery on a potter’s 
wheel! Cups, bowls, plates, pitchers, teapots, 
and more. This is about structure, wet clay, 
making lots of pots, and building muscle 
memory. Each day David and Sam will 
introduce new techniques for throwing, 
trimming, and decorating greenware. Learn 
about tool maintenance and practical studio 

Joe Molinaro, Platter David Delgado, Vase
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concerns, discuss form and look at works 
of master potters to better understand the 
mechanics of what makes them structurally 
sound and invites you to want to use them.

You will leave with bisqued pots. There 
will be one Cone 10 reduction firing with 
the possibility of a Cone 6 oxidation firing. 
You will bring 5-10 small to medium sized 
pre-bisqued pieces made from cone 10 clay 
for firings. Bisqueware will be provided for 
testing glazes and for beginning throwers. 
Bring your questions, source material, tools, 
or any other curiosities.

Skill Level: Beginners to experienced potters.

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $65, includes cone 10 stoneware 
clay, slips, underglazes, glazes, firings, use of 
shared tools and supplies; you may be asked 
to bring additional materials. 
Enrollment limited to 12 students

David Delgado earned his BFA in Sculpture 
at California College of the Arts in Oakland/
San Francisco. David is the glaze technician 
and a faculty member at The Potters’ Studio in 

Berkeley. He has shown in the San Francisco 
area and throughout Southern California. 
David lives in Berkeley, CA.

Sam Lopez is a potter living in San Diego, 
California. He is a part time ceramics 
instructor at Riverside City College where 
he teaches both pottery and the long history 
that comes with ceramic art. He works in 
porcelain and makes sturdy pots that can 
withstand rigorous use while providing a pop 
of color into daily ritual. Sam has worked with 
the Idyllwild Arts Summer Program since 
2012.

NATIVE AMERICAN POTTERY

Cahuilla Style Pottery

Tony Soares
June 18-22

Pottery has been made for more than 1,000 
years in Southern California. Learn how to 
collect and mix clay, then create the beautiful 
ollas used by the Cahuilla people of Southern 

California to store food and water. On day 
one of this workshop, take a field trip to clay 
sites where you will learn how to carefully 
extract the clay from the deposits. In the 
afternoon, begin processing the clays for 
pottery making. For the next two days, you 
will make pinch pots and coil pots using 
the paddle and anvil technique, using both 
the collected clay and other clay samples 
Tony will provide. Learn to make the natural 
pigment paints used to decorate the pots, and 
finally, fire the pots. Tony will discuss a range 
of topics including how to make and use a 
simple urban brick and charcoal briquette 
kiln, paintbrush making, fire-starting by 
friction, and making palm frond rings 
(pottery stands).

Skill Level: All levels

Tuition: $735

Lab Fee: $65 includes materials, field trip, 
use of all tools and shared materials such as 
screens and metates; you may be asked to 
purchase and bring additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 10 students

Sam Lopez, Mug & Tumblers
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Tony Soares learned the fundamentals of 
pottery from his grandmother at age 7, 
starting a more than 30-year journey to 
revive the fading art of olla making. Though 
not of Cahuilla descent, he has helped revive 
the art of Cahuilla pottery making through 
his experimentation with local clays and 
indigenous handbuilding techniques. His 
pottery is displayed in art galleries and 
museums including the Tahquitz Canyon 
Museum. Tony shares his knowledge to ensure 
that Native American pottery making is never 
lost. He has taught at many venues including 
the Agua Caliente Band of the Desert Cahuilla 
of Palm Springs and the Yuman tribes of the 
Colorado River, AZ.

Sam Lopez, Mug & Tumblers

Please check... 
www.idyllwildarts.org/nativearts  
for announcement about a new Pueblo Pottery 
workshop in 2018! Click

Click

Tony Soares, Cahuilla Style Pottery
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Victoria Lansford, Curves in the Right Places

Jewelry 
& Metals 
Week

METALS WEEK
June 10–14
Coordinator: Deborah Jemmott

Spend a week in intensive metals studies with 
master metalsmiths. Maximize your creative 
artistic experience through workshops, lectures 
and demonstrations delivered by a team of six 
experts. 

You will work with one master instructor in 
an environment that encourages learning 
new techniques and creating work as well 
as networking with fellow jewelers and 
metalsmiths. Learn new skills, improve your 
techniques, and challenge yourself to grow 
as an artist working in metal. Lectures and 
demonstrations give you access to a variety of 
experts with different perspectives on metal 
and jewelry work. Small class size allows 
maximum interaction.

Your week will also include:
•  Opening night faculty slide show
•  Faculty exhibit and reception
•  Two afternoon cross-over demo sessions 

with other Metals Week instructors
•  Potluck Dinner & Art Auction
•  Culmination exhibit of participant work

Hidden (or not so hidden) Secrets:  
Making your Exceptional Jewelry with  
Decorative Techniques

Joanna Gollberg
June 10-14

Making your jewelry more distinctive is 
always the goal of the jewelry artist. In this 
class you will learn how to make your jewelry 
designs even more distinctive and special with 
decorative techniques such as soldering small 
wires together and soldering sheet, wires, 
and balls onto sheet metal without making a 
solder mess. In addition, you will learn how to 
make your own simple chasing tools to use for 
embellishment, how to add beads in unusual 
but professional ways, how to make movable 
parts using pre-cut tubing, and how to use 
kinetics by means of careful soldering. Many 
other short cuts, tips & tricks, and techniques 
will be covered as we go along! Soldering 
small components will be a major part of 
this class. Bring your Little Torch if you have 
one. Students can come with ideas of jewelry 
designs they want to complete or the instructor 
can give assignments.
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Skill level: Basic soldering skills helpful, not 
required.

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $15, includes the use of all tools, 
equipment, and consumables such as solder 
and compounds; you will be asked to bring 
additional supplies and tools. 
Enrollment is limited to 12 students 

Joanna Gollberg is a studio jeweler in 
Asheville, NC.  She exhibits and sells her 
jewelry nationally, and she teaches jewelry 
making at craft schools and for metalsmithing 
groups.  Joanna is the author of The Jeweler’s 
Guide, Making Metal Jewelry, Creative Metal 
Crafts, and The Art and Craft of Making Jewelry. 
https://joannagollberg.com

Russian Filigree

Victoria Lansford
June 10-14

Learn the secret of Russian filigree 
(filigrana), the exquisite technique of 
tension fitted, open back filigree. Through 
extensive demonstrations and hands-on 
exploration, you will learn how to create 

intricate 3-dimensional pieces that can 
be traditional or contemporary in design. 
The class will begin with making delicate 
scalloped filler wire and a specialized frame 
wire. While building skills in successful 
frame construction and filling, you’ll create 
a pendant and a finger ring. As the class 
progresses you will delve into making a 
large bead, more complex ring options, and 
learn how to bend filigree into wrapping 
and undulating forms. Victoria will share 
all her processes, necessary steps, and tricks 
to ensure success and fun! With a firm 
grounding in this technique, you’ll be able to 
realize your own ideas and take the process in 
your own direction. 

Included in the workshop will be multiple 
discussions and demonstrations of Victoria’s 
contemporary, sculptural jewelry and 
functional objects. Those familiar with the 
technique through Victoria’s Russian Filigree 
DVD will have the opportunity to further their 
skills with more advanced projects. 

Skill level: Ability to solder with a torch is 
required.

Tuition: $735

Lab fee: $15, includes finishing and buffing 
wheels, and the use of all tools, equipment, and 
consumables such as solder and compounds; 
you will be asked to bring additional supplies 
and tools. 
Enrollment is limited to 12 students 

Victoria Lansford has generated an 
international revival of nearly lost 
metalsmithing techniques through her artwork, 
publications, workshops, and passion for 
creating. Her award winning artwork ranges 
in scale from wearable art and artist books to 
custom metal installations for a newly built 
69 meter superyacht. Her work has appeared 
in juried exhibitions, books, and magazines, 
including the Lark 500 series, Metalsmith, 
Jewelry Artist, and on Home & Garden 
Television. She created the metals program 
and served as head of the Metalsmithing 
Department at Spruill Center for the Arts, 
Atlanta and was an adjunct professor at the 
University of Tennessee. Her instructional 
DVD and book series, Metal Techniques of 
Bronze Age Masters, and her iPhone™ app, 
iMakeJewelry have sold throughout the world. 
https://victorialansford.com

Control the Melt:  
The Fused Surface

Roger Rimel
June 10-14

Create richly patterned surfaces by fusing silver 
and gold filings to copper and silver sheet. 
Further enhance the metal by stamping and 
making marks with a variety of simple tools. 
Use this palette of textured surfaces to fabricate 
a neckpiece and earring ensemble. Bring your 
old gold to reprocess and stones to incorporate. 
You will solder, fuse, cold connect with 
decorative rivets, and develop designs with 
the textured metal from your own collection. 
Finish the neckpiece with a hand-fabricated 
catch attached to stainless steel cable. Class 
will include discussion of composition, design 
strategies, and lots of individual attention. 

Skill level: All levels, but some basic 
fabrication skills would be helpful.

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $80, includes 18K gold for fusing and 
stainless cable neckwire material; you will be 
asked to bring additional supplies and tools.  
Enrollment is limited to 12 students 

Roger Rimel has been a goldsmith, designer 
and artist in St. Louis for over 35 years . He 
has exhibited his award winning work locally 
and nationally, taught classes and workshops 
at Maryville University, Southern Illinois 
University, Craft Alliance, and with the Society 

Joanna Gollberg, Earrings
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of Midwest Metalsmiths. His work has been 
published in Art Jewelry 3, and Maker Magic: 
How to Develop Your Voice Designing Art 
Jewelry by Connie Fox. His work is represented 
by Ayesha Studio and Gallery, Englewood New 
Jersey, Craft Alliance Center of Art and Design, 
St. Louis, MO, Curated Fine Art and Luxury 
Goods in Mystic, CT, and James Durbin 
Jewelers, in Saint Louis, where he has worked 
the last 22 years as designer and bench jeweler. 
https://rogerrimel.com

Darts and Pleats:  
Sewing Techniques for Metal

Marne Ryan
June 10-14

This workshop will help you expand and 
explore the boundaries of forming and raising 
metal. Develop the skills to create patterns and 
textures in sheet copper and silver that can 
be transformed into hollow-formed vessels 
or fabricated into custom jewelry. Learn how 
to create single, double, and accordion darts 
and overlapping pleats in copper.  Drape metal 
like fabric, using hammers and daps instead of 
needles and threads. Patternmaking techniques 
will be taught so you can replicate and adapt 
your designs.

You will learn how to ergonomically form 
vessels using large wooden dapping blocks, 
Delrin mallets and steel daps, and you will 
finish your vessels by centering and planishing 
them on steel stakes. 

Bring your hammers, bring your stakes (or 
use ours) and discover the process of making 
texture using inexpensive hammers that can be 
made into beautiful texturing tools that can be 
used to further enrich your designs. You can 
make textured sheet to be used in fabricated 
jewelry, simple bowls or complex walled vessels 
using this technique. Marne will teach you how 
to make lids for your vessels and finish them 
with torch firing or liver of sulfur patinas. 

Skill level: All levels, but some basic 
fabrication skills in metal would be helpful. 

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $20, includes wheels to make texture 
hammers, some metal, and pattern making 
materials; you will be asked to bring additional 
supplies and tools.
Enrollment is limited to 12 students 

Marne Ryan has been exploring and teaching 
the process of textures through fire, pleating, 
darting and basically pounding the boundaries 
of metal since 1976. Her jewelry and vessels 
have won awards and recognition in the United 
States, Japan, Europe and Australia. She is a 

Roger Rimel, Necklace

Marne Ryan, Rice Bowls
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recipient of the Rolex award for excellence 
in metals and the De Beers Diamond 
competition winner for America. Her work is 
in the permanent collection of The American 
Museum of Art and Design, NY and The White 
House. www.marneryan.com 

Let Your Texture Tell a Story:  
Surface Metal Texturing

Dr. Joan Tenenbaum
June 10-14

When we create, we tell our story. With metal 
as a vehicle, enhance your storytelling by 
adding density and richness to your surfaces.  
Create symbolic surface details that make 
your work stand apart.  Explore the myriad 

possibilities of complex embossed textures.  
Through demonstrations, assignments, and 
individualized instruction you will learn 
how to make patterns of paper and brass 
to use with the rolling mill.  Then you will 
learn how to modify the resulting sheet stock 
and to fabricate with it.  The class will cover 
the multi-step process of adding sculptural 
ridges, with the assistance of the rolling mill, 
to textured surfaces.  You will learn texturing 
with files, hammers, chasing tools and stamps.  
In addition, the class will cover various types 
of forming, riveting and finishing of textured 
surfaces, and finally, depletion gilding and 
patinas.  Bring your imagination and design 
sense and Joan will guide you through the 
technical journey.

You will experiment extensively in class, 
make sample plates with a variety of textured 
surfaces, and complete at least one finished 
piece of jewelry. 

Skill level: All levels, but some basic 
fabrication skills in metal would be helpful.

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $45, includes shared consumables, 
some metal and Joan’s Emery sticks; you will be 
asked to bring additional supplies and tools.
Enrollment is limited to 12 students 

Dr. Joan Tenenbaum is an award-winning 
metalsmith who has been making jewelry for 
58 years.  She has worked as an independent 
studio jeweler and teacher for the past 36 
years.  Her work is in the permanent collection 
of the Anchorage Museum and has been 
featured in many books and publications.  Her 
work has encompassed jewelry, enamels and 
hollowware.  Joan has a Ph.D. in Anthropology 
and Linguistics from Columbia University and 
draws on her experiences living with Native 
peoples to tell stories in her work.   
www.joantenenbaum.com

Forged Bracelet with Hinge

Fred Zweig
June 10-14

Forging is one of the oldest and most honored 
methods of shaping metal.  In this class we will 
explore the plasticity of metal with hammer 
in hand.  Using forging, we will design fluid 
shapes to customize designs for a perfect fit and 
an elegant look. Adding a hinge allows us to 
create mobility and utility. You will learn how 
to create your own hinge bearers, which will 
allow you to attach hinges to small areas and 
odd shapes. Hinges also create a mechanism 
to customize your design in order to attain a 
perfect fit for your wrist size. Hinged bracelets 
are a great method to explore design and 
expression, and the instructor’s vast experience 
and passion for forging is contagious!

Skill level: All levels, but some basic 
fabrication skills in metal would be helpful.

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $20, includes thick walled sterling 
tubing and other incidentals; you will be asked 
to bring additional supplies and tools.
Enrollment is limited to 12 students 

Fred Zweig has been actively working in metal 
for the last 40 plus years. His passion for metal 
and an interest in the earlier craftsmen who 
have kept metalsmithing alive have led him 
to study and collect the work of American 
metalsmiths of the Arts & Crafts Movement.  
These understated objects continue to be his 

Fred Zweig, Fibula 2

Joan Tenenbaum, Tidelands Brooch
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teachers along with the constant flow of books 
and workshops provided throughout the 
country. Forging and raising are the methods 
Fred has chosen to create his artwork, and his 
current body of work includes raised bowls and 
brooches that involve hand forged elements 
combined with textured and modified planes 
of metal. 

JEWELRY 
JUNE 18 - JULY 6

Hopi Jewelry:  
Overlay & Tufa Casting: 

Roy Talahaftewa
June 18-22  

Explore the classic Hopi overlay technique of 
metalsmithing, as well as tufa casting. Tufa is a 
soft porous stone used for direct casting one-
of-a-kind designs. Learn to combine tufa cast 
pieces with overlay designs (multiple layers of 
sheet silver with cut-out designs, textured and 
oxidized recessed surfaces), or create separate 
overlay and tufa pieces. You may choose to 
explore shadow box techniques and simple 
stone setting (cabochons) as well. Roy also will 
demonstrate techniques for making stamping 
tools. Close instruction means this workshop is 
well-suited for all levels of students.

Beginners: Learn the fundamental materials, 
processes, and techniques of silversmithing. 

Intermediate/Advanced: If you have some 
experience, you will be able to fine-tune your 
skills while mastering new techniques such as 
the shadow box technique.

Skill Level: All levels

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $65, includes use of all tools, 
equipment and consumables such as solder and 
compounds. Tufa stone and some silver sheet 
will be available for purchase in class; you will 
be asked to bring additional supplies and tools.
Enrollment limited to 12 students

Roy Talahaftewa (Hopi, Water Clan) is from 
Shungopovi Village in Arizona. He works 
in silver and gold, and uses Hopi overlay 
and tufa casting in his designs. Roy received 
the first major award for his work in 1981, 
and has earned Best of Show at the Heard 
Museum, among many others. Working with 
the nonprofit Hopi Pu’tavi Project, Roy teaches 
Hopi youth the art of metalsmithing, and he is 
an advocate and promoter of Hopi artists on 
the reservation.

Navajo Inlay Jewelry

Richard Tsosie
June 25-29  

The Navajo adopted the art of jewelry 
making from the Spanish, taking the art to 
new heights and establishing a style that is 
now considered to be the traditional Navajo 

Roy Talahaftewa, Sun Buckle
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style. Today, there are many Navajo jewelers 
who are moving beyond that style, designing 
contemporary pieces of jewelry that reflect 
a new Native American reality. Artists are 
creating colorful collages and patterns with 
beautiful stones and shells set in gold and 
silver. In addition to turquoise and coral, 
you might find lapis lazuli, purple lavulite, 
diamonds, pearls, malachite, jet stone, jade, 
melon shell and other stones, shells and gems. 
In this workshop, you will work closely with 
Richard, a leading contemporary Navajo 
jeweler. You will design patterns and cut, grind 
and prepare stones to set into basic silver 
forms such as rings, bracelets, earrings and 
belt buckles which you will create. If you have 
no prior experience in silversmithing, you will 
learn the basic techniques and concepts for 
shaping silver.

Skill Level: All levels, basic experience with 
silver is helpful.

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $45, includes the use of all tools, 
equipment, and consumables such as solder 
and compounds. Additional charges will accrue 
for silver and stones used. Limited turquoise 
and other stones will be available for purchase 
in class. You will be asked to bring additional 
supplies and tools.

Enrollment limited to 10 students

Richard Tsosie is a Navajo jeweler and 
sculptor from Flagstaff and the Wide Ruins 
area of the Navajo Reservation and is currently 
living in Scottsdale, AZ. His work has been 
featured in American Indian Art Magazine, 
Arizona Highways, the video Beyond Tradition: 
Contemporary Indian Art and Its Evolution, as 
well as several books including Southwestern 
Indian Jewelry by Dexter Cirillo and Enduring 
Traditions, Art of the Navajo by Jerry Jacka. 
Richard’s work has been exhibited in galleries 
and museums from New York to California.

The Third Dimension:  
Shadow Box Pendants in Silver Metal Clay 

Jonna Faulkner
June 30-July 1

In this workshop, you will be making 
dramatic hollow-form pendants, each with a 
“window” that features something special to 
the maker. Techniques covered will include 
dry construction methods to build hollow 
forms; the creation of internal supports for 
these forms; using “mosaic” applique as well as 
other types of embellishment such as adding 
gemstone and pearls; types of bails that might 
work with individual pieces; creation of small 

focal elements and dangles using molds; firing 
and finishing the pendants. 

Skill Level:  All levels though familiarity with 
metal clay is a plus.

Tuition: $360
Lab fee: $30 includes handouts, use of loaner 
tool kits, textures, cutters and molds; kiln 
firing and consumables; finishing products and 
consumables.
Enrollment limited to 10 students 

Jonna Faulkner is a contributing artist to 
Art Clay Silver and Gold by Jackie Truty, 
Exceptional Works in Metal Clay and Glass 
by Mary Ann Devos, The Art and Design of 
Metal Clay Jewelry calendars by Holly Gage 
for the years 2009-2013, and 1000 Beads.  She 
has taught at Idyllwild Arts Summer Program 
for many years as well as at other locations in 
France, New Mexico, Arizona and California.  
She now works primarily out of her home 
studio in Escondido, CA.  
www.jonnafaulkner.com

Jonna Faulkner, Shadow Box PendantNavajo Inlay Jewelry 
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Flush, Tube, Tension and Tabbed:  
Distinctive Stone Setting

Deb Jemmott
July 2-6  

This class is all about how to create some of 
the more unusual settings for stones. We will 
be working primarily with faceted stones, 
but some of the techniques are applicable to 
cabochons as well. We will cover tube setting – 
including why you might choose to make your 
own settings and how to make them, tension 
settings, tabbed settings, and flush settings. 
You may focus on making samples or choose 
to make some simple projects that utilize these 
settings if you prefer to leave with finished 
work. Samples of possible projects will be 
available for helping to generate ideas.

Class will include lectures, demonstrations and 
hand-on help with each type of settings. Learn 
about setting burs, hart burs, ball burs and 
cylinder burs – when to use each and what to 
look for when you are buying them. In addition 
to learning the setting techniques, you will make 
some of the basic setting tools to take home. 

Skill Level: This class is designed for 
intermediate to advanced students. Beginning 
students can be accommodated, but please let 
the instructor know in advance so materials 
can be adjusted appropriately. You are 
encouraged to bring stones you have questions 
about setting. 

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $45, includes some metals, settings 
and stones, use of specialized tools, consumable 
materials (solders, fluxes, sandpaper etc.), and 
use of instructors tools. The instructor will 
have some materials and supplies available for 
purchase in class. You will be asked to bring 
additional supplies and tools.
Enrollment is limited to 12 students 

Deb Jemmott has shared her love for metal by 
teaching jewelry making and metalsmithing 
to others since 1978, teaching through the 
San Diego Community College District in 
addition to many workshops. Her belief that we 
all have artistic creativity combined with her 
mastery of jewelry making techniques is key 
to her nurturing the artistic creativity in each 
student as well as helping them achieve their 
ideas in metal. Deb’s work is featured in books 
and periodicals, and she exhibits and creates 
custom work. www.debjemmott.com  

Deb Jemmot, Pendant

Jewelry Making Process

You may also be interested in: 

Small Scale Bronze Casting, page 40
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Michael deMeng, Teatro Diabolico

Mixed 
Media & 
Book Arts

Teatro Diabolico:  
A Devilish Found-Object Puppet Theater 

Michael deMeng
June 10-13   

The history of puppetry is vast.  It is believed 
that the first puppets came from Egypt…
though I suspect they are vastly different from 
the Sesame Street characters I grew up with 
(for one thing no googly eyes).  Puppetry 
was used (and still is) as a way of storytelling, 
especially when actors are unavailable…or 
perhaps the story was so fantastical that at the 
time it would have been impossible to recreate 
on a life-size stage.   

The twist with this workshop is that we will 
be using found objects as that basis for our 
small actors.  Using bobbles, bits and various 
doodads, attendees will create small diabolical 
characters ready to perform. The stage will 
be created from a case or box of some kind.  
This could be a briefcase, a silverware box, 
backgammon set…any small carrying case.  
Of course, to be a proper theatrical production 
we have to set the mood, this will be done 
by painting changeable canvas backdrops 

for our found-object actors. And, when the 
performance is over and after the diabolical 
creations take a bow, the stage will double as 
a carrying case for all the characters, sets, and 
props…a portable theater for the Good, the 
Bad and the Puppet-y.  

Skill level: All levels

Tuition: $595
No Lab fee: You will be asked to bring 
materials.
Enrollment limited to 15 students

Michael deMeng’s work is influenced by Latin 
American art forms such as retablos, ex votos, 
and milagros. He has participated in many 
exhibits that promote awareness of AIDS, 
breast cancer, the environment and other social 
issues. He is the author of the bestselling books, 
Secrets of Rusty Things and Dusty Diablos: 
Folklore, Iconography, Assemblage, Ole!, and 
Grimmericks as well as Art Abandonment, 
co-authored with wife Andrea Matus. He 
leads mixed-media workshops throughout the 
country and around the world.  
www.michaeldemeng.com 
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Prospero’s Books

Andrea Matus deMeng
June 10-13    

Imagine you stumble across a beautiful box, 
your curiosity gets the better of you and 
you open it only to discover a treasure trove 
of unusual and otherworldly books on the 
interior. The Book of Mirrors (for those 
interested in self-reflection), The Bestiary of 
Past Present and Future Animals (a menagerie 
of fantastical critters), The Book of Utopias 
(the travel guide to idyllic lands), The Book of 
Water (a book of aquatics tales) and so many 
intriguing others.

In this book making extravaganza, we’ll be 
creating our own Mystical Box to house books 
we’ve altered, bound, painted and assemblaged. 
We’ll work our way through several distinct 
book binding techniques, including the 

illustrious Mixed Coptic Binding, the Long 
Stitch and my very own “The Canadian”. 

The Mixed Coptic bookbinding allows us to 
bring eclectic “pages” and page-like objects 
made from a variety of different materials 
together, as well as incorporating traditional 
book signatures.  Wood, mica, paper, plastic, 
metal, fabric and much more can be sewn 
together and bound; disparate elements unified 
- a mixed media artist’s dream come true. 

We’ll use paint, collage and assemblage 
techniques to build or alter a box that with 
house all of your newly created books.

Skill level: All levels

Tuition: $595
Lab fee: $45, includes use of shared items 
including paints, clays, adhesives, specialty 
tools, stencils, molds and more. You will be 
asked to bring additional materials.

Enrollment limited to 15 students

Andrea Matus deMeng is a Vancouver-based 
artist who travels the world teaching and 
creating visual art. She shows and exhibits her 
unique combinations of painting, collage and 
sculpture throughout North America. Not one 
to be afraid of color, Andrea’s work, projects 
and workshops all revolve around the fusion of 
pattern and design with vivid colors. She co-
authored Art Abandonment with her talented 
artist-husband Michael deMeng.  
www.andreamatus.com

52 Card Pickup

Seth Apter
June 15  

A deck...52 cards. A year...52 weeks. Make 
the most of this synchronicity by creating 
a one-of-a-kind, mixed media journal that 
you can use to document a year in your life, 
week by week. In this workshop we will start 
by taking an ordinary deck of playing cards 
and, by using paint and paper, end up with 
a unique and personal journal small in size 
but large in impact. Along the way you will 
learn the secrets of creating textured and 
layered backgrounds, the basics of collage 
composition, and tricks of the trade to tie it all 
together. The workshop will focus on “creating 
without thinking” to help you create freely 
and organically. The uses for your creation 
are limited only by your imagination and can 
include a place to hold your weekly journaling, 
goals, documentation, affirmations, drawings, 
photographs, thoughts, love notes, or anything 
else. In this workshop, you will always be dealt 
a winning hand.

Skill Level:  All levels

Tuition: $185
Lab fee: $10, includes journal covers, and 
shared items including acrylic paint, texture 
paper, stamps and stencils; you may be asked 
to bring additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 10 students 

Seth Apter is a mixed media artist from 
New York City. You can find his work in 
galleries and on the pages of many books and 
magazines. He teaches internationally, has 
published several books and workshop DVDs 
with North Light Media, and has designed 
his own lines of art products with multiple 
companies. www.sethapter.com 

Andrea Matus deMeng, Prospero’s Books
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A Book of Moments

Seth Apter
June 16-17   

Capture the fleeting moments of your life in 
this one-of-a-kind artist book that we will be 
creating from scratch. We will start by learning 
a versatile, no-sew binding technique that will 
enable you to give new life to vintage book 
covers and turn them into a new treasure. We 
will embellish the cover, in the process learning 
a variety of methods to attach metal bits in 
a secure and artful way. Next we will turn 
inward, to the pages of the book, where we will 
be adding our moments - bits and pieces of 
paper and fabric, thread, tissue, photographs, 
handmade marks, and the ephemera of our 
lives. With this book, the moments that are 
destined to become part of the past can be kept 
in the present.

Skill Level:  All levels 

Tuition: $360
Lab fee: $10, includes brads, craft wire, sand 
paper, adhesive, and shared items including 
stamps, inkpads, paint and leafing pens, and 
assorted mixed media materials; you may be 
asked to bring additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 10 students 

Seth Apter, see bio under 52 Card Pickup

The Potential of Paper:  
Bend, Pleat, Crinkle

Helen Hiebert
July 2-3  

Paper is one of the most malleable materials on 
the planet! In this workshop, we will explore 
multiple ways in which we can change its 
shape, luminosity and structure. We will begin 
with the process of transforming paper: we’ll 
stain Tyvek, a sturdy paperlike material, with 
acrylics and watercolors; we will make cloth-
like crinkled papers (momigami) by coating 
Japanese papers with konnyaku paste; and we 
will explore paper weaving to create colorfully 
patterned sheets. We will then use our paper 
“palettes” to construct book structures and 
sculptural forms by incorporating pleating, 
crinkling and folding techniques.

Skill Level:  All levels are welcome

Tuition: $360. When taken with Paper 
Sculpture, total tuition is $735.
Lab fee: $25, includes decorative papers, 
Konnyaku paste, wire, lamp parts, and other 
shared materials; you may be asked to bring 
additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 10 students 

Seth Apter, 52 Card Pick Up

Seth Apter, A Book of Moments
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Helen Hiebert is the author of five how-to 
books about paper: Playing With Pop-Ups, 
Playing With Paper, Papermaking with 
Plants, The Papermaker’s Companion, and 
Paper Illuminated. Helen has appeared on 
Sesame Street, has produced of two films, and 
writes a weekly blog about all things paper. 
She teaches, lectures and exhibits her work 
internationally, often involving the community 
in her installation projects such as The Wish, 
a permanent installation at Anythink Huron 
Street Library in Denver, Colorado. Helen lives 
and works near Vail, Colorado.  
www.helenhiebertstudio.com 

Paper Sculpture

Helen Hiebert
July 4-6   

Continue the fun – enhance papers from 
Helen’s The Potential of Paper workshop with 
light, or begin anew in this stand-alone three 
day class. Paper is an incredibly versatile 
lightweight sculptural material: you can bend 
it, fold it, tear it and enhance its luminosity by 
layering, folding and cutting. We will begin 
with tradition and then add our own twists. 
Learn to make Japanese chochin, a collapsible 
lantern form and shoji screen panels that can 
be connected with a cool Japanese hinge to 
form a folding screen or lantern. Discover ways 
to illuminate paper utilizing electric lamp parts 
and natural light. Explore ways to use reed, 
balsa wood and simple hand tools to create a 
series of light sculptures.  

Skill Level: All levels

Tuition: $495. When taken with The Potential 
of Paper, total tuition is $735.
Lab fee: $35, includes decorative papers, tea 
lights, shared tools and supplies; you may be 
asked to bring additional materials. 
Enrollment limited to 10 students 

Helen Hiebert, see bio under The Potential  
of Paper 

You may also be interested in: 

Layered Monotype with a Side of 
Solarplate, page 36

3D Encaustic Exploration and 
 Mold Making, page 40

Painting with Resin, page 28

Cigar Box Guitar Making Plus!, page 35

Helen Hiebert, The Potential of Paper Helen Hiebert, Paper Sculpture
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Seeds of Glass:  
Native Beadwork as Surface Design

Joe Baker
June 21-23    

Learn to execute the two-needle appliqué 
stitch to create beadwork that can be attached 
to any garment as surface design. Explore 
different approaches to using beadwork for 
self-expression as Joe details his own methods 
for thinking of beadwork like painting, 
based in composition and color. Enjoy the 
meditative, stillness of creating beadwork, 
inspired by Joe’s Delaware heritage, inspiration 
and knowledge. Explore historic examples 
of American Indian beadwork and discuss 
various techniques as illustrated by such 
examples.  This intensive three-day workshop 
requires long periods of concentration and 
focus.  This workshop will focus on using 
beadwork as surface design, it is not a jewelry 
workshop. For a sample of Joe’s work and 
approach, visit vimeo.com/100350958. 

Skill level: All levels 

Tuition: $495
Lab fee: $35, includes beads, thread, wax, 
canvas, paper for patterns; you may be asked to 
purchase and bring additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 10 students

Joe Baker (Delaware Tribe of Indians), is an 
artist, educator, curator and executive director, 
Palos Verdes Art Center. He is co-founder/
executive director of Lenape Center, ltd, NY, 
and has served as curator of fine art at the 
Heard Museum, in addition to various faculty 
appointments. Joe has received many awards, 
including the Virginia Piper Charitable Trust 
Fellows Award, the Scottsdale Museum of 
Contemporary Art’s Contemporary Catalyst 
Award, Smithsonian’s National Museum 
of the American Indian Design Award, 
ASU Presidential Medal, and Joan Mitchell 
Foundation Award in Painting. He holds a 
BFA and MFA from the University of Tulsa 
and completed postgraduate study at Harvard 
University. 
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Native American Flute Making

Marvin and Jonette Yazzie, Ernest Siva
June 21-24, Intermediate, Thurs-Sun
June 22-24, Beginners, Fri-Sun

Construct and decorate your own six-hole 
flute under the guidance of an experienced 
Navajo flute maker. Learn the history of flutes 
as well as how to handle and care for your 
newly created instrument. During the course, 
ethnomusicologist Ernest Siva will teach the 
basics of flute playing and you will receive a 
music booklet.

Beginners: Learn to use Utah blue spruce or 
western red cedar for the flute body, then carve, 
shape, oil, tune and decorate your flute. Flutes 
will be tuned using the Pentatonic scale, and 
you will choose the key, from F to A.

Intermediate: If you previously have taken 
class from the Yazzies, you will make a drone 
flute using Western Red Cedar or Utah Spruce. 
You should have time to ‘get away’ on campus 
to be still, listen, become one with nature 
and work on learning to play your new flute. 
Flutes will be tuned in keys F to A using the 
Pentatonic scale. 

Tuition:  $495, Beginner, 3-day session 
 $595, Intermediate, 4-day session

Lab fee: $40, Beginner 
 $60, Intermediate

Includes wood, totems, materials and the use 
of tools and equipment; you may be asked to 
purchase and bring additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 10 students

Marvin and Jonette Yazzie are from 
Lukachukai, a small town on the Navajo 
reservation in the Four Corners region of 
Arizona. Jonette assists Marvin in flute-making, 
an art they learned from their relative Willard 
Coyote. Their flutes are carried in the Heard 
Museum shop and others around the country, 
as well as Asia and Europe. Recording artist 
Scott August of Cedar Mesa Music used Yazzie 
flutes on his CDs Sacred Dreams and New Fire. 
Marvin is listed in Flute Magic and Voices of 
the Flute. Yazzie flutes are used in the music 
programs of Tucson and Klamath-Trinity 
school districts. Marvin and Jonette played 
flutes in the play Anasazi at the Ramona Bowl 
in 2011 and played preshow for the Ramona 
Pageant. www.yazzieflutes.com

Ernest Siva, musician and teacher, is the 
cultural advisor and tribal historian for the 
Morongo Band of Mission Indians, and is 
president and co-founder of the Dorothy 
Ramon Learning Center. Ernest taught public 
school music in Palm Springs and Los Angeles 

Native American Flute Making

Chef Freddie Bitsoie, Native American Cuisine
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before teaching courses in American Indian 
music at UCLA for 12 years. He and his wife, 
June, are Idyllwild Arts alumni and former 
trustees. In 2004, Ushkana Press published his 
book, Voices of the Flute. 

Native American Cuisine:  
Cooking with Indigenous Techniques

Freddie Bitsoie
June 23–24

Learn about the amazing journey of Native 
ingredients and cooking methods through 
time. You will gain new skills as you create 
modern dishes using pre-Iberian and 
contemporary techniques with such well-
known foods as tamales, pupusas, posole and 
more. As you learn new recipes, you will see 
how you can incorporate ancient techniques 
in food preparation, and you will also explore 
the uses and adaptations of ingredients from 
across the Americas through time. Come eager 
and hungry for two days filled with hands-on 
cooking lessons and food tastings. This class is 
designed for all those who love great food!

Skill Level: All levels. Experienced cooks will 
learn new techniques. 

Tuition: $285
Lab fee: $75, includes all ingredients, 
recipe booklet, and use of cooking tools 
and equipment. Native American producers 
and cooperatives will supply many of the 
ingredients; you may be asked to purchase and 
bring additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 10 students 

Freddie Bitsoie (Diné), executive chef, 
Smithsonian’s National Museum of the 

American Indian (NMAI), Mitsitam Café 
in Washington, DC. He also owns FJBits 
Concepts, which specializes in Native 
American foodways. He travels widely, 
presenting for organizations including Kraft 
Foods, College of Holy Cross, Yale University, 
and Heard Museum. Freddie hosts the 
public TV show Rezervations Not Required, 
and has appeared in and contributes to 
many publications. He won the Native Chef 
Competition at the NMAI. Freddie studied 
cultural anthropology and art history at 
Arizona State University before attending 
culinary school. www.freddiebitsoie.com

Creation of Northwest Coast Hand Drums

Mike Dangeli
June 25-29   

Drums in Sm’algyax language, the language 
spoken by the Nisga’a, Tsimshian and Gitxsan, 
are Nooł and mother is Noo, because the first 
drum a human hears is a mother’s heartbeat. 
No wonder the drum is an important being 
in Northwest Coast ceremony, performance 
and art. 

Learn drum construction using elk skin 
and sinew on a wood drum frame, as well 
as basic Northern West Coast First Nations 
design and painting techniques to embellish 
the drums created. Mike has made several 
thousand drums in his career, so you will 
see many techniques demonstrated in the 
creation of traditional northern hand drums. 
Returning students may choose to focus on 
paddlemaking, learning to carve, sand, paint 
and oil a 3’ to 6’ paddle using yellow cedar. 

Skill Level: All levels

Tuition: $735
Lab Fee: $110, includes drum kit with elk 
skin, sinew, wood drum frame, paints, 
miscellaneous supplies, and use of tools and 
equipment in class. $85 if choosing to make 
a paddle. You may be asked to purchase and 
bring additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 10 students

Mike Dangeli (Nisga’a, Tlingit, Tsetsaut, 
Tsimshian) grew up in his people’s traditional 
territory in Southeast Alaska and Northern 
British Columbia. Mike is a renowned artist 
and carver. His work is collected and exhibited 
throughout North America and Europe. He 
is a singer, songwriter, and dancer. Mike and 
wife Mique’l lead the Git Hayetsk Dancers, an 
internationally renowned First Nations dance 
group based in Vancouver. He has carved 
more than 100 of the masks performed by 
their group.

Creation of Northwest Coast Hand Drums 
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California Native Plants: 
Contemporary & Traditional Utilitarian Uses

Craig Torres, Barbara Drake, Daniel 
McCarthy, Abe Sanchez
June 30-July 1   

Learn to preserve and use native plants 
from seasoned experts. Stroll through the 
campus meadow, next to ancient Cahuilla 
bedrock mortars, and learn about the plants 
surrounding you in an ethnobotany talk. 
Discover the reciprocity between humans 
and plants and how plants and items made 
from them sustained indigenous people 
for thousands of generations. Learn how 
to “Refocus Your Cultural Lens” and learn 
the “gifts” some of these plants offer such 
as yucca, tule/juncus, soaproot and several 
cordage plants, like dogbane, milkweed, 
stinging nettle and seagrass. Learn to use 
native plants to make cordage samples, 
brushes, open twined basketry and more. 

Visit Cahuilla rock art sites in Idyllwild to 
learn their meaning and the importance of 
their preservation. This workshop is dedicated 
to the instructors’ teacher, Katherine Siva 
Saubel, with deep gratitude.

Skill Level: All levels, teens may attend with  
a parent.

Tuition: $285
Lab fee: $35, includes materials, food, field 
trip; you may be asked to purchase and bring 
additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 20 students 

Craig Torres (Tongva) is a member of the 
Traditional Council of Pimuu and involved 
with the Ti’aat Society, an organization focused 
on the revival of the traditional maritime 
culture of the Southern California coastal 
region and Southern Channel Islands. He is 
an artist, as well as cultural educator, presenter 
and consultant to schools, culture and 
nature centers, museums, and city, state and 

government agencies acting as a consultant on 
the Tongva. He has also been involved with the 
organization Preserving Our Heritage and Chia 
Café, which provide cooking demos and classes 
with California native plants. These activities 
also provide education on the importance 
of preserving native plants, habitats and 
landscapes for future generations.

Barbara Drake (Tongva) is a tribal elder and 
culture keeper. Her program, Preserving Our 
Heritage, is a bank of native foods collected, 
preserved and processed for tribal elders. 
She is a member of the Mother Earth Clan, a 
group of Southern California Native American 
women educators who have taught extensively 
in museums, schools and tribal institutions. 
She is also a founding member of the Chia Café 
Collective.

Daniel McCarthy earned his BS and MS in 
anthropology from UC Riverside. For the 
past 40 years, he has worked at Anza-Borrego 
Desert State Park, Joshua Tree National 
Park and throughout Southern California 
compiling photographic inventories of rock 
art sites. He has worked with elders and 
traditional practitioners for more than 35 years 
and served as the Tribal Relations Program 
manager for the San Bernardino National 
Forest for 17 years, and most recently served as 
director, CRM Department, San Manuel Band 
of Mission Indians.

Abe Sanchez is active in the revival and 
preservation of indigenous arts and foods, 
with specialties in Southern California 
Native American basketry and California and 
Southwest native foods. He has worked with 
traditional Native American gatherers to learn 
methods and practices. Abe believes that by 
teaching people about ancient natural foods 
and preparations, he can help them make a 
difference in their health and the environment.

California Native Plants

You may also be interested in: 

Native American Basketry workshops, 
pages 41

Navajo Weaving workshops, page 42

Native American Pottery workshops, 
pages 11

Native American Jewelry workshops, 
pages 17

Glass I & II, pages 38

3D Encaustic, page 40

Bronze Casting, page 40
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Charlie Ciali, American Dream Series #2

Painting & 
Drawing

Painting with Resin

Charlie Ciali
June 11-15    

This workshop is designed for painters who 
work in all mediums. From watercolor to oil 
paint, acrylic to encaustic, mixed media to 
printmaking. Participates are encouraged to 
bring works in progress or begin new work. 
Bring your favorite collage elements, paints, 
three dimensional items and experiment 
on the many ways resin can be used in your 
artwork. We will be using a polymer compound 
and exploring many different applications 
and how it can be applied to your artwork. 
Painting between coats of the polymer, sanding 
it, creating textures, color casting and more. 
The workshop is geared towards each student 
finding different ways to use resin in painting. 
The emphasis is on personal growth in your 
painting and how the application of resin can 
enhance your work.

Skill level: All levels

Tuition: $735
Lab Fee: $100, includes two gallons of resin 
(may keep what is unused) and support 
supplies for application, bonding materials, 
applicators and sanding tools; you will be asked 
to bring additional materials. 
Enrollment limited to 10 students

Charlie Ciali has served on many Boards 
and Commissions including the Palm Springs 
Public Arts Commission, Board President of 
the Arts Institute of Palm Springs High School 
and President of the Palm Springs Art Museum 
Artists Council. He is a Certified Instructor 
for Encaustikos, a leading supplier of encaustic 
materials, and a certified instructor for AKUA 
Inks/Speedball. He has been a repeat invited 
instructor at Idyllwild Arts and has created and 
instructs arts programs for grades 2-12 for the 
Palm Springs Unified School District.
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Drawing Portraits the Easy Way

Robert Regis Dvorák
June 15

Learn how to do amazing drawings of faces in 
just one day. You will amaze your friends and 
family and most importantly yourself. You 
will learn the bare bones of portrait drawing 
– the good habits that will give you hours 
of fun and increase your ability, every time 
you draw. You will learn easy-to-remember 
portrait proportions, how to take advantage of 
lighting so that your faces don’t look flat, how 
to make your drawing quickly without a lot of 
fuss, where to begin and how to proceed, what 
media to use for the best results, and how to 
practice to increase your skill. No matter what 
your background, this workshop will have you 
drawing faces and loving it.

Skill Level: All levels

Tuition: $185
Lab Fee: $16, includes shared drawing 
materials, paper, handouts. Brush available 
on site for $6; you may be asked to bring 
additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 16 students

Robert Regis Dvorák has been making 
drawing and painting easy to learn for the 
young and old for 35 years. A popular speaker 
on all subjects of creativity for educators and 
business people, his books include Drawing 
Without Fear, Experiential Drawing, The 
Magic of Drawing, The Practice of Drawing 
as Meditation, Travel Drawing and Painting, 
and The Pocket Drawing Book. He has been 
an architectural designer, and a professor of 
architecture at the University of Oregon and 

UC Berkeley. He has exhibited his drawings 
and paintings in 24 one-man shows and many 
other group exhibits in the US and abroad. 
www.youcreate.com and  
www.globesketcher.com

Drawing Without Fear

Robert Regis Dvorák
June 16   

Scared of drawing? Let go of the limitations! 
Drawing is fun and easy to learn in this unique 
class. Learn to eliminate your drawing phobias 
and open your creative expression for a lifetime 
of drawing pleasure. Understand how to discuss 
a drawing without being critical, and discover 
some great ways to teach drawing to adults and 
children. Free yourself to discover your world 
through drawing—traveling, at home, in boring 
meetings, anytime, anyplace. The course will 
lead you through hands-on drawing exercises, 
with a wide variety of media. Free your creative 
hand and eye.

Skill Level: All levels

Tuition: $185
Lab Fee: $40, includes acid-free 80lb/30 sheet 
sketch pad, the book Drawing Without Fear, 
and all drawing materials.
Enrollment limited to 20 students

Robert Regis Dvorák, see bio in  
Drawing Portraits the Easy Way

Painting the Figure Simply and Beautifully in Watercolor

Robert Regis Dvorák
June 17   

This class will be directed to the spontaneous 
representation of the male and female 
figure in watercolor.  There will be a strong 
emphasis on the use of color, white space and 
composition.  Color mixing from a limited 
palette, light, shade, shadow, brush techniques, 
graded washes, foreshortening, facial details, 
lost and found edges, and proportion will be 
demonstrated and practiced.  We will work 
from professional models.  No matter how 
much previous instruction you have had, this 
class will have you seeing and painting the 
figure in a new way.  This class is for you if 
you would like to learn some easy techniques 
for painting the figure quickly, want more 
confidence and skill painting figures in 
watercolor, and if you want to paint the figure 
loose and free.

Skill Level: Some experience with watercolor 
and drawing the figure recommended. 

Tuition: $185
Lab Fee: $25, includes model fees and some 

sketch paper; you will be asked to bring 
additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 20 students

Robert Regis Dvorák, see bio in  
Drawing Portraits the Easy Way

Travel Drawing and Painting

Robert Regis Dvorák
June 18   

On your next trip, leave the smartphone, 
take your sketchbook and make it the most 
rewarding travel experience ever. Learn to 
capture your view with quick sketches and 
watercolor to increase your fun, perception and 
enjoyment. Discover how a sketch book can 
open doors to new adventures and friendships.  
Learn how to quickly draw people, architecture, 
water, trees, and landscape; to simplify your 
material to capture essence; and to choose and 
pack the right materials. Robert will teach you 
how to be comfortable and relaxed sketching 
and painting in public so that you can draw 
and paint wherever you are. Hear tips on how 
to draw and paint in public without discovery. 
Make your future travel experiences satisfying 
and unforgettable!  

Skill Level: All levels

Tuition: $185
Lab Fee: $25, includes drawing materials, 
travel sketch pad, and The Pocket Drawing 
Book. Travel watercolor set available on site 
for $16; you may be asked to bring additional 
materials.
Enrollment limited to 20 students

Robert Regis Dvorák, see bio in  
Drawing Portraits the Easy Way

Painting Nature in the Eco Age

Constance Mallinson
June 18-22  

This class is designed for students who 
want to move beyond plein air landscape 
painting to depicting nature with ecological 
issues in mind. We will explore how certain 
juxtapositions of objects with the natural 
world can create powerful metaphors and 
allegories for an environment impacted by 
human behaviors. In classroom critiques we 
will share ideas about how art can become a 
means to new dialogues concerning attitudes 
towards nature.  For inspiration, Constance 
will introduce examples of contemporary 
painting that express ways of seeing nature 
that promote respect for nature and awareness 
of interconnectedness with the human world. 
You will then create personal still lifes from 
natural and mass-produced detritus found 

Robert Regis Dvorák, Water Color Figure

David Reid-Marr, Steve
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in the area around Idyllwild to work from 
in the classroom. Using either a unique 
3D collage technique with an emphasis on 
realistic rendering, or creating backgrounds 
from outside sources such as photographs for 
painting your collected materials, you will 
learn new and unconventional compositional 
approaches.  In addition, you will strengthen 
your painting skills through individual 
classroom demonstrations and discussions 
with the instructor, and learn how to engage 
critical themes in painting. Two modest-sized 
works will be completed during the course. 

Skill Level: Intermediate to advanced oil 
painting skills, and ability to render objects 
and materials in a studio set up.

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $15, includes shared class materials; 
you will be asked to bring additional 
materials.
Enrollment limited to 10 students

Constance Mallinson is a painter with 
a career spanning 45 years. She has been 
included in many group and solo exhibitions 

in the US and abroad. Her work is in the 
permanent collections of Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art, The San Jose Museum, 
the Pomona Museum, the Orange County 
Museum of Art, Los Angeles Metro, and 
many private and corporate collections. She is 
the recipient of a National Endowment of the 
Arts Fellowship, a City of Los Angeles Artist 
Grant, and has taught every aspect of painting 
at universities and colleges throughout 
Southern California.  
www.constancemallinson.com 

Reclaiming Creativity:  
Explorations in the Art and Craft of Drawing  
and Painting

David Reid-Marr
June 18-22    

An immersive workshop designed for (but 
not limited to) students who have an interest 
in painting and drawing but who have been 
unable to follow this interest fully. You will 
learn the craft and formal aspects of both 
mediums and apply these understandings 

Constance Mallinson, Globe

David Reid-Marr, Steve
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to create a strong individual voice. You will 
document the process in your sketchbook, an 
essential artist’s tool, and explore the symbiotic 
relationship between drawing and painting. 
Your day will be divided equally between 
the two disciplines as well as between play 
and exploration. Discover how these aspects 
are supported by a thorough knowledge of 
methods and materials, including acrylic, 
oil, watercolor, pastel, oil sticks, pen and ink, 
charcoal, and graphite. In addition to using 
traditional drawing and painting tools, you 
will experiment with alternative implements. 
Returning students welcome – there will be 
new exercises and techniques to explore.

Skill level: All levels (+ passion), no formal 
experience or drawing skills necessary.

Tuition: $735
Lab Fee: $25, includes supplemental paints, 
drawing materials, painting supports; you may 
be asked to bring additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 12 students

David Reid-Marr graduated from Maidstone 
College of Art with a BFA and received 
his MFA in painting and art history from 
Royal College of Art, London. During his 
time at art college he studied with David 
Hockney, Anthony Caro and Francis Bacon. 
He is currently Visual Arts chair at Idyllwild 
Arts Academy, where he teaches painting 
and drawing. He exhibits nationally and 
internationally, and has recently published a 
book on arts education. www.reid-marr.com

Intuitive Expressive Painting:  
Imagining the Unimaginable

Jesse Reno
June 25-29

In this mixed-media painting class you will 
learn to create paintings that emerge from an 
abstract base of markings, colors, line, and 
shape to form expressive and organic creations. 
You will learn painting and mark-making 
techniques that will encourage imagery and 
connection to your work. Through a series of 
painting exercises, you will explore and express 
your ideas by imagining what could be created 
from abstraction rather than confining your 
ideas to predetermined outcomes. 

Within the process, we will create narrative 
dialogue by noting what we see and feel in 
our work. Through the practice of subtractive 
painting we will remove the parts that 
are no longer relevant or keep us trapped 
from progress. This teaches us choice and 
freedom to change direction in our work. 
We continually build layers within our 
paintings combining fragments of past ideas 
with the new until we arrive at a feeling of 
completion.  Through this engagement we 
learn to experiment, take risks, re-associate 
our work from perspectives unconfined by 
our expectations. This allows us to see things 
clearly and move to a more expressed and 
personal engagement when painting. 

Using simple materials and techniques you 
will be free to express yourself within your 
paintings in new ways - finding yourself as 
a painter from the raw base of art, learning 
your personal likes dislikes, connecting you to 

your practice and imagery from a position of 
experimentation and instinct, and teaching you 
to imagine the unimaginable.

Skill Level: All levels 

Tuition: $735
Lab Fee: $25, includes a kit with non-toxic 
acrylic paints, assorted oil pastels, colored 
pencil, five sheets 18” x 24” Bristol paper; you 
may be asked to bring additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 15 students 

Jesse Reno is a self-taught mixed-media 
painter. He has been drawing since he could 
hold a pencil, and exhibiting his works since 
2000. Jesse has amassed more than 3,000 
paintings in the last 12 years, and has exhibited 
his work extensively across the US, France 
and Mexico. Jesse’s work has been covered in 
various art publications including Juxtapoz, 
Artnews, Artension, and Somerset Studio. One 
of his largest works can be seen in Winnipeg, 
Canada where he was commissioned by the 
Province of Manitoba to create a 25’ x 40’ 
mural as a reminder of the cultural importance 
of the Native American people in the region. 
www.jessereno.com

Watercolor for All

Margaret Scanlan
June 25 – 29

Expect a solid work and joy-filled week of 
watercolor study, overflowing with sequential, 
no-failure exercises, interesting experiences 
and experiments, and quite a bit of color 
theory. Learn or refine your skills using washes, 
glazes, multiple layers, lifting techniques, wet-
on-wet and wet-on-dry methods. Expect to 
go home at the end of the week with tools of a 

Jesse Reno, Chief ’s Dream
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lifetime and an exquisite watercolor – or two or 
three. This class is suitable for true beginners 
(haven’t held a brush since kindergarten), 
experienced watercolorists, and everyone in 
between.  

Skill level: All levels 

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $75, includes watercolors, paper, 
brushes, etc. – everything you’ll need. 
Enrollment limited to 12 students

Margaret Scanlan is a full-time studio artist 
in Knoxville, TN, working in acrylic and 
watercolor, large and small-scale work. She is a 
signature member of the American Watercolor 
Society, the National Watercolor Society, and 
the Watercolor USA Honor Society. She has 
taught painting, drawing, and color theory 

workshops at Arrowmont, John C. Campbell 
Folk School, Penland School, le Petit Bois Gleu 
and Chateau du Pin in France. Her work is in 
many private, corporate, and public collections 
in the US and Europe, including the Huntsville 
Museum of Art, Springfield Art Museum 
(MO), and Sloan-Kettering Hospital (NY). 
Margaret plays keyboards in a Celtic band, 
Red-Haired Mary.

Oil Painting

John Brosio  
July 2-6   

On the heels of a start to finish oil painting 
demonstration our first day, you will be 
encouraged to pursue and engage along the 
lines of your own, personal inquiry. For those 

looking to sneak up on the process there 
will be further demonstrations of thumbnail 
drawing, composition, small color studies, 
and limited palette paintings. There will also 
be demonstrations in the technique of glazing 
and scumbling as it pertains to the later 
stages of longer track oil painting. You will be 
encouraged to start or maintain a personal 
sketchbook. You will also have the option of 
painting either abstractly or representationally 
with the use of still life, a model for two of 
our class days, and of course the abundant 
landscape!

We will have the chance to finish a number 
of paintings, depending on size. With regard 
to execution, there will be heavy reference 
to Wayne Thiebaud and John Singer Sargent 
but painters such as Velazquez, Richard 
Diebenkorn, Frank Auerbach, Edward Hopper, 
Luc Tuymans, and more will inform our 
discussions.  There will be a slide presentation 
on pictorial space, a discussion of my own 
work, and any lingering discussions beyond the 
end of the day that further our experience. If 
you would like to bring work that is already in 
progress, you are encouraged to do so.

 Skill Level: Drawing and painting experience 
preferred.

Tuition: $735
Lab Fee: $50, includes a model for two days 
and shared supplies; you will be asked to bring 
additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 10 students

John Brosio earned a BFA 1991, UC Davis, 
with further studies at the Art Center College 
of Design in Pasadena as well as the George 
Lucas Industrial Light and Magic facility in 
California. Brosio has exhibited his work 
nationally and is in the collections of JJ 
Abrams, Norman Lear, Dave Grohl, and the 
National Academy of Scientists. He teaches 
at the Laguna College of Art and Design and 
exhibits with Arcadia Contemporary in Los 
Angeles. www.johnbrosio.com, johnbrosioart 
on Instagram

Margaret Scanlan, Emerging Cows

John Brosio, Progress

You may also be interested in: 

Teatro Diabolico, page 20

Prospero’s Books, page 21

52 Card Pick Up, page 21

A Book of Moments, page 22

3D Encaustic Exploration and  
Mold Making, page 40
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Exploring Dance and Movement

Dance, Music, 
Songwriting
& Film

Exploring Dance and Movement

Ellen Rosa-Taylor & Hai Cohen
June 18-22

This workshop is geared towards dance 
teachers, former dancers, current dancers 
and those who love to move but have not 
had any formal dance experience.  Each day 
will cover a range of dance and conditioning 
techniques such as ballet, pilates, modern 
dance, improvisation, choreography/
composition, teaching of dance technique 
and dance conditioning.  The mornings will 
be dedicated to developing and refining the 
instrument of dance, the body, through dance 
technique classes.  In the afternoon students 
will have the option to explore the creative 
dance process using improvisation to generate 
movement ideas and then learning the craft 
of composition to put those ideas into a piece 
of dance art, or they can choose the option to 
discuss various teaching of dance theories and 
techniques.  

Skill Level:  All levels welcomed. A love of 
dance is most important.  

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $20, includes the book, A 
Choreographer’s Handbook, and handouts; you 
may be asked to bring additional items.
Enrollment limited to 20 students 

Ellen Rosa-Taylor is chair of the Dance 
Department at Idyllwild Arts Academy. 
She received her BS in Ballet from Indiana 
University, Bloomington, her MFA in Dance 
from Florida State University where she was 
the recipient of the Deans Teaching Fellowship 
and a University Fellowship.  Ellen has 
performed as a ballerina with the Los Angeles 
Opera, New York City and San Diego Opera 
and as principal dancer with City Ballet of Los 
Angeles, Media City Ballet, and Chattanooga 
Ballet.  She was  featured as the Bluebird in 
Disney’s Snow White.  As a choreographer, 
Ellen has had her works presented across 
the USA.  LA Times has called her style… “a 
unique jazz ballet style.”  As a dance educator, 
she is an ABT Affiliate Teacher and has 
received the distinction of ABT NTC Fellow; 
she has received Yoga Teacher Training with 
Gerhard Gessnar, and is working to develop a 
curriculum to provide yoga for dancers to help 
them gain strength and joint stability.

Hai Cohen is a native of Beer-Sheva, Israel. 
His professional training began at Bat-Dor 
dance school where he was a recipient of the 
American-Israeli Cultural Scholarship. Hai 
continued his dance training with Bat-Sheva 
Dance Company. He was a member of the 
Kamea Contemporary Dance Company and 
the Kibbutz Contemporary Dance Company. 
He has had the opportunity to teach Kibbutz 
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repertory in various places around the world. 
From 2010-2013 Hai performed as a member 
of the LA-based contemporary dance company, 
BODYTRAFFIC. He is currently on the dance 
faculty at the Idyllwild Arts Academy and his 
choreography has placed his students in first 
place at (YAGP) for numerous years.

Piano Performance Workshop

In partnership with the California Piano 
Performance Workshop for Adults 
Doug Ashcraft, Antoinette Perry,  
William Wellborn
June 10-15 (Begins Sunday at 3pm)

Designed for the serious adult student with 
the desire to improve or refresh knowledge 
and performance skills, this workshop will 
develop your piano performance skills at 
intermediate and advanced levels. You will 
work with professional piano instructors who 
are also performing artists. Students will learn 
music theory and take private lessons and 
Master Classes, with plenty of time set aside 
for practice.

Your workshop will begin with Orientation on 
Sunday afternoon, followed by a faculty recital 
on Sunday evening. Classes and lessons will 
begin on Monday, continuing throughout the 
week. Your experience will conclude with a 
performance recital open to the public in the 
beautiful new Lowman Concert Hall; students 
will be expected to perform, but not required.

Skill level: Pianists age 25 or over at 
intermediate to advanced level (amateurs 
and professionals). You will submit a list of 
performance-ready repertoire.

Tuition: $1,200
Enrollment limited to 12 students

Dr. Douglas Ashcraft has performed to 
acclaim in recitals and concerts throughout the 
US and Europe. He began his formal training 
as a student of Aldo Mancinelli. Graduate work 
with John Perry followed at USC. An active 
chamber musician, he has performed in recitals 
at the Concertgebeouw, Carnegie Hall, Alice 
Tully Hall, and Wigmore Hall. His performing 
career has included radio broadcasts on New 
York’s WQXR and live chamber music recitals 
on KKGO, KMZT and KUSC in Los Angeles, 
and BBC Radio 3 in London.

Antoinette Perry has appeared throughout the 
US, Europe and China as a soloist and chamber 
musician, collaborating with many of the 
world’s greatest artists. Distinguishing herself 
also as a pedagogue, she served for 12 years 
on the UCLA piano faculty before joining the 
faculty of the USC Thornton School of Music 
in 1996. She frequently gives master classes 
and serves as an adjudicator. Former students 
are enjoying successful careers as performers 
and pedagogues throughout the US and Asia. 
https://music.usc.edu/antoinette-perry/

Dr. William Wellborn enjoys an active 
career as a pianist, teacher and lecturer on 
three continents, and holds degrees from the 
New England Conservatory (MM) and the 
University of Texas, Austin (DMA and BM). 
A guest artist at music festivals in Canada, 
France, Austria, Hungary, Poland, and Brazil, 
this July he joins the faculty of the Krakow 
Piano Seminar. He has co-hosted 15 music 
tours throughout Europe; is on the national 
board of the American Liszt Society; serves on 

the faculty of the San Francisco Conservatory 
of Music, and his students are frequently top 
prizewinners. William records for the Marco 
Polo and Cambria Master Recordings labels. 
www.williamwellborn.com

The Listening Room Songwriters Retreat: 
Community Through Co-Writing

Brett Perkins
June 10-15   

Calling all songwriters, from beginners to 
seasoned pros seeking rejuvenation. Focus 
on ‘tools, not rules’ and exercises designed 
to encourage your own self-expression and 
creative flow. Bring your open mind and 
willingness to participate. Lyricists, writers, 
singers, musicians, hobbyists and curious 
creatives are welcome. You do not need to play 
an instrument (but bring yours if you like) or 
to have written songs before. Plan to bring a 
recording device and note-taking materials. 
More than 1,000 writers of all levels from 
more than 20 countries have used Listening 
Room Songwriting workshops, courses and 
retreats since 2002 to jump-start or rejuvenate 
their skills.

Skill Level: All levels

Tuition: $735
Enrollment limited to 20 students

Brett Perkins is a California-born, 
Copenhagen-based songwriter, consultant, 
educator and presenter. He is founder of 
the Listening Room Retreats, Copenhagen 
Songwriters Festival, Listening Room Concert 
Series, Open Stage and more. Brett’s writing 
credits appear on international artists’ albums 

Piano Performance Workshop Brett Perkins
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including the Top 10 single ‘Breaking News’ for 
Sony artist Mads Langer, and songs co-written 
with Tom Kimmel (Sean Colvin, Johnny Cash), 
Una Healy (The Saturdays), Boo Hewedine 
(Natalie Imbruglia), among others. An active 
writer/performer since the early 1980s, his 
voice and songs appear on more than 20 
releases, as well as film and TV, widespread 
radio play and first place selections in the Great 
American and Australian song contests. He 
tours and records with Michaut/Perkins, The 
Pawnshop Preachers and solo.  
www.listeningroomretreats.com

Cigar Box Guitar Making Plus!

Glenn Kaiser
June 18-22    

Join renowned Cigar Box Guitar master player 
and maker Glenn Kaiser in this DIY guitar 
building and playing workshop. You will 
gather simple wood for a guitar neck, a cigar 
box or metal cookie tin for the body, and use 
a hacksaw, drill and drill bits to create holes 
for guitar strings and eyebolt/wingnut tuners. 
Expect to complete a one-to-three string cigar 
box guitar, without frets, to be played with 
a slide – with  or without an electric pickup! 
Learn various techniques from basic to mature 
slide guitar playing, as well as improvisation. 
Glenn will talk about the history of blues 
and these unique instruments, and give 
demonstrations on a range of topics from 
how to string and tune your guitar to adding 
pickups, making a slide, and other tricks. 
Decorating and playing your own little guitar 
is part of the fun! It’s all about doing a lot with 
very little, using creativity and imagination, 
taking risks and accomplishment.

Skill level: Beginner to master craft persons, no 
music experience necessary.

Tuition: $735
Lab Fee: $20, includes sandpaper, copper slide, 

metal guitar strings, wood screws, thumbtacks, 
eyebolt/wingnut combination, guitar picks, 
pre-soldered piezo “pickup” with ¼ inch input; 
you may be asked to bring additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 15 students

Glenn Kaiser, world renowned blues musician 
and cigar box guitar player and maker, has been 
performing since he was 12 years old. He is an 
inner-city Chicago blues musician who loves 
people, music and instruments of the earliest 
Delta singers/players (Blind Willie Johnson, 
Robert Johnson, Leadbelly, Son House). He has 
released 37 albums (GrrrRecords). He tours 
widely, performing, lecturing on blues history, 
cigar box guitars, and teaching workshops. 
Glenn devotes much of his time to service, 
including working with Chicago’s inner-city 
homeless and poor.  
www.gkaisersoze.wixsite.com/cigarboxgit

Avid Media Composer Certification I & II

Chris Brannan
June 11-15, June 18-22  

Avid Media Composer is the premier video 
editing software in the industry for every 
segment of movie making, television and 
more. Accelerate storytelling with the tools 
embraced by top professionals in the field. 
This workshop covers the Avid Certified User 
for Media Composer, providing an industry-
recognized credential for both academic users 
and industry professionals. To gain the title 
of Avid Certified User for Media Composer, 
you will take these two foundational courses, 
Media Composer Fundamentals I and Media 
Composer Fundamentals II, with the option 
of taking the certification exam. Becoming 
an Avid Certified User for Media Composer 
verifies that you possess a fundamental 
understanding of and the capability to use 
Media Composer, together with a firm grasp 
of the core skills, workflows, and concepts of 

non-linear editing on Avid Media Composer. 
Develop the technical and operational skills 
designed to qualify you for positions as post-
production assistants, assistant editors, or 
video editors. 

You will learn how to create projects, edit 
materials larger than HD (2K, 4K, etc.), create 
titles and multi-layer effects, problem solve, 
and manage media.

Tuition is per week. Week 1 covers basic editing 
and how Avid works. Week 2 includes more 
advanced operation of the system; you may 
take one week only, but you must complete 
Week 1 to enroll in Week 2.

Skill Level: Working knowledge of 
Macintosh and post-production experience 
recommended. To gain certification, you must 
take both weeks and pass the exams. 

Tuition: $755 per week
Lab Fee: Week 1, $35; Week 2, $75; Both 
weeks, $110; includes the required books and 
exams 
Enrollment limited to 12 students

Chris Brannan, an Emmy award winner 
in documentary film, has edited projects 
for HBO, PBS, Disney, and other outlets for 
broadcast, web, and immersive spaces. His first 
film, Standard Deviation, screened at festivals 
worldwide, was picked up for international 
television distribution, and led him to Corsica 
last summer to film a related documentary 
project. Chris is an Avid Certified Instructor 
and faculty member at the Savannah College of 
Art and Design.

AVID Media Composer CertificationCigar Box Guitar Making Plus!

You may also be interested in: 

Native American Flute Making, page 25

Creation of Northwest Coast  
Hand Drums, page 26
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Ron Pokrasso, Drawn Beside A Tree

Printmaking 
& Photography

Layered Monotype With a Side of Solarplate

Ron Pokrasso
June 10-14 (Sunday-Thursday)

Using monotype as the primary technique, 
you will learn how to incorporate multiple 
plates and collage elements to create your own 
richly layered compositions. Learn how to 
think in layers, where many options become 
available in one or more impressions. While 
you have a monotype plate in progress, you 
may decide to incorporate a background 
plate and perhaps a collage element or even 
an intaglio plate. This workshop includes a 
section on Solarplate, a contemporary plate 
making process using UV light and non-toxic 
materials, without traditional grounds and 
acids, to produce repeatable intaglio images. 
With Solarplate, you may draw, paint, collage, 
photocopy, or use computer generated images 
to create a positive transparency. The image 
from the transparency is transferred under 
UV light to the surface of the plate. The 
plate is developed in water and then printed. 
Various inking, printing and registration 
techniques will be taught and with so many 
surfaces, your options will become endless 

and the mixing and matching of imagery has 
the potential to move you into exciting new 
directions. Ron will use Akua water-based 
non-toxic inks and modifiers to demonstrate 
various techniques, which he will intersperse 
with art-making philosophies. This workshop 
is intensive, enriching and eco-friendly. 

Skill Level: All levels

Tuition: $785
Lab Fee: $95, includes inks, solvents, 1- 8x10 
Solarplate, use of tools and equipment; you will 
be asked to bring additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 12 students

Ron Pokrasso earned his MFA from Pratt 
Institute in 1975 and has had more than 40 
solo exhibitions and 150 group shows. His 
work is in public, private, and corporate 
collections throughout the US and abroad and 
is featured in several books. He originated 
the printmaking event “Monothon” and has 
been an ardent supporter of arts programs 
for youth. His teaching experience includes 
universities, museums, public schools and 
private workshops, as well as artist residencies 
in the US, Scotland, Ireland and Italy.  
www.ronpokrasso.com 
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Adventures in Woodcut Printmaking

Sean Starwars
June 18-22    

Design, execute and edition your own multi-
block color woodcut (15” x 20”). You will 
conceptualize an image, develop a color sketch, 
cut the woodblocks and ultimately print them. 
Your instructor, Sean, will guide you as you 
explore new and different ways to incorporate 
color into your printmaking process. Sean 
will discuss tool and equipment safety, and 
give an overview of printmaking history and 
contemporary printmakers. And no need to 
limit yourself to paper – why not create your 
own wearable art by printing your woodblocks 
directly onto T-shirts and other fabric?

Skill level: All levels

Tuition: $735
Lab Fee: $50, includes inks, Baltic birch 
plywood, 5 sheets 15”x12” Rives BFK, use of 
tools and equipment; you may be asked to 
bring additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 12 students

Sean Starwars lives in Laurel, MS. He earned 
an MFA in printmaking from Louisiana State 
University, and has been making bright, 
colorful woodcuts for more than 20 years. 
Sean is a member of the legendary Outlaw 
Printmakers, a handful of printmakers 
who have reshaped the visual landscape of 

printmaking across academia. His work is 
in many public and private collections, and 
may be seen on book covers, album covers, 
magazines, television programs, commercials 
and film. He makes about a dozen visiting 
artist appearances a year at many of the nation’s 
leading art programs. www.seanstarwars.com

iPhoneography:  
Master Mobile Digital Photography & Art

Meri Walker
June 25-29

Stretch your mobile shooting and image-
editing practices beyond the basic camera 
and editing tools like Snapseed into the 
realms of high-end editing and painting tools 
you can use right on your iPhone and iPad. 
Learn to combine photos into rich composite 
images and master mobile editing routines in 
iColorama, Procreate, Stackables and other 
high-end editing apps you can use anywhere - 
without having to go home and strap yourself 
to a desktop computer to make professional 
quality artwork. Through this class, you 
will have access to a private group blog that 
you can continue using after the class ends 
to share inspiration, answer questions, and 
build your learning community with fellow 
students. The hands-on approach will push 
you to use the techniques you learn.

Skill Level: Basic iPhone camera photography 
skills, basic familiarity with photography 

and printmaking terms and processes, and 
comfort accessing the App Store and iTunes 
will be necessary. This class is for Intermediate 
users of iPhone and iPad photography and 
apps and will not cover basic photography 
principles.

Tuition: $735
Lab Fee: $55, includes 5-7 sheets Epson 
printing paper, printer inks, and shared 
supplies; you will be asked to bring additional 
materials.
Enrollment limited to 15 students

Meri Aaron Walker, aka iPhoneArtGirl, 
taught art photography and photojournalism 
while exhibiting and publishing for more 
than four decades. For the last nine years, 
Meri has worked solely with mobile image-
making technologies while teaching artists, 
students, and members of professional arts 
associations. Her work is featured on the 
top mobile photography websites. Harvard 
Medical School acquired seven large prints 
of Meri’s for permanent display in their new 
Transformational Medicine Building. She 
has juried international mobile photography 
exhibitions, taught at the Mobile Digital Art 
and Creativity Summit and for the Cape Cod 
Art Association, Merrimack College, and at 
Apple in Boston.  http://iphoneartgirl.com and 
http://instagram.com/iphoneartgirl

Sean Starwars, Color Country Croc Meri Walker, Jaw Dropping
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Introduction to Glassblowing 

Sculpture & 
Glassblowing

Introduction to Glassblowing

Ramson Lomatewama
June 10–15

Explore the fundamentals of working with hot 
glass, guided by a seasoned glass artist. Get 
familiar with holding and using the equipment 
and tools required to create glass art. Then 
begin creating your own work, beginning 
with solid pieces such as flowers, mushrooms, 
and paperweights, before advancing to blow 
simple vessels. Using colored glass, you will 
experiment with gathering and shaping hot 
glass into a variety of forms. Although the goal 
is to blow glass, advancement will depend on 
how quickly you become proficient at working 
the glass. Returning students can explore more 
advanced techniques. The small class size 
allows for maximum time working with glass 
and hands-on, close instruction. At times, the 
temperature in a hot shop can exceed 120⁰F. 
Drink plenty of water! Your pieces made on 
Friday will be ready to unload from the kiln at 
9 a.m. on Saturday morning.

Skill Level: All levels, no glassblowing 
experience required. Safety requires that 

students are able to stay focused for long 
stretches of time, and have good eyesight 
(corrective lenses fine).

Tuition: $965
Lab fee: $75, includes frit/colored glass, clear 
glass, use of all tools and supplies, propane; you 
may be asked to bring additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 4 students

Ramson Lomatewama is a glass artist, kachina 
doll carver, poet and jeweler from Hotevilla, 
AZ, on the Hopi Reservation. He earned his 
BA from Goddard College in Plainfield, VT. 
Ramson has taught a wide range of workshops 
and courses in the US and Japan, and served as 
adjunct professor of sociology at North Central 
College in Naperville, IL. Although Hopi 
ceremonies and cultural activities play a major 
role in his life, Ramson continues to dedicate 
time to schools, universities, and museums as a 
visiting scholar and artist. 
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Glass Design:  
Form or Function

Robert Marcus
June 18-22

Our focus and emphasis will be on design 
and working towards a better grasp of the 
motions of glass working. Glass can be formed 
into one of two things, an abstract shape or a 
utilitarian object. You will decide which path to 
choose, and collaborate day by day on an idea 
and bring that idea to fruition. The nature of 
working in glass is collaborative, so working 
together will be key to our process. 

Designed for beginning and intermediate glass 
students, we will explore a range of techniques 
to create sculptural and/or utilitarian 
items. You should expect to complete one 
to three pieces.  Beginning students will 
learn the fundamentals of glass blowing and 
intermediate/returning students will learn 
new techniques as needed for their chosen 
design(s).  The small class size allows for 

maximum time working with glass and hands-
on, close instruction.

Skill level: All levels welcome, but some 
familiarity with glass blowing is helpful. For 
safety reasons, the ability to stay focused on 
the work at hand for long periods of time, 
and good eyesight (corrective lenses fine) are 
crucial.

Tuition: $925
Lab fee: $95, includes frit/colored glass, clear 
glass, use of all tools and supplies in class, 
propane; you may be asked to bring additional 
materials.
Enrollment limited to 4 students

Robert “Spooner” Marcus is a glass artist from 
Ohkay Owingeh (San Juan Pueblo). When he 
was just out of high school, he began working 
as a production glass worker which led to 
his future as a glass artist. He trained at Taos 
Glass Arts and had the opportunity to work 
with other renowned Native American glass 
artists. He currently works at Prairie Dog Glass 
in Santa Fe where he works in production, 

Robert Marcus, Blue Vase Holly Wilson, Guardian and the Guide
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custom, and art glass. His work includes blown 
and sand carved vessels, sand castings, sculpted 
figures and fused glass. 

3D Encaustic Exploration and Mold Making

Holly Wilson
June 25-29

Explore the medium of encaustic – a wax-
based paint, composed of beeswax, resin and 
pigment, which is kept liquid on a heated 
palette then applied to an absorbent surface. 
Learn to create fascinating structures that 
leave the two-dimensional plane. Come to this 
workshop with your own variety of materials 
including wood, cardboard, metal, clay, plaster, 
fiber, paper, objects from nature, or treasures 
you have held onto for way too many years. 
Experiment with how the materials may be 
dipped, painted, wired, glued, hammered, but 
most of all, waxed. You will be instructed in 
encaustic safety and start by making your own 
encaustic medium with pigment application. 
Learn fusing, transparency, glazes, layering, 

building up texture, line techniques, carving, 
image transfer, resin application, and mold 
making. Create your own silicon molds and 
learn how to cast wax and quick-setting liquid 
plastic. Returning students may work on 
advanced projects.

Skill Level: All levels

Tuition: $735
Lab Fee: $120, includes encaustic wax, 
pigments, two wood panels, Rebound 25 
Brushable, Smooth-Cast 300 Fast-setting 
bright white low viscosity liquid plastic, use of 
propane torches, alcohol lamp, two metal tools. 
You may be asked to bring additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 8 students

Holly Wilson is an Oklahoma-based mixed 
media artist. She earned her BFA in ceramics 
from the Kansas City Art Institute and her 
MA in ceramics and MFA in sculpture 
from Stephen F. Austin State University in 
Nacogdoches, TX. Holly received a 2015 
Eiteljorg Fellowship Artist and 2017 SWAIA 
Indian Market Discovery Fellowship. She has 

exhibited her work nationally. Holly’s figures 
draw from her life and the Delaware/Cherokee 
stories that shape her creative world.  
www.hollywilson.com 

Small Scale Bronze Casting

Holly Wilson
July 2-6

Designed for anyone who aspires to cast small 
scale bronze sculptures or wearable bronze 
art. You will learn the process of “lost wax” 
casting, and bronze finishing techniques. This 
workshop will include an introduction to the 
materials, methods, and safety measures of 
bronze casting, as well as how to construct a 
foundry furnace in your own studio. Expect 
to produce and finish one small bronze work, 
weighing less than 4 pounds. Learn about an 
electric tabletop caster and the silicone mold-
making process. Returning students may work 
on advanced projects. 

Skill Level: All levels

Tuition: $735
Attendance: You must attend all required 
instructional sessions to understand and follow 
safety guidelines.
Lab Fee: $130, includes bronze 6lb, 
microcrystalline wax, investment, sheet 
metal flashing, duct tape, sprue wax, shared 
use of: patinas and sealing wax, silicon mold 
material, kiln, metal working tools such as flex 
shaft foredom, grinders or files, wax carving 
tools and small alcohol lamp, safety goggles 
and dust masks. You may be asked to bring 
additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 8 students

Holly Wilson, see bio under 3D Encaustic and 
Mold Making

You may also be interested in: 

Hot Clay I: Nature in Porcelain, page 6

Hot Clay II: Transforming the 
Natural World, page 9

Native American Flutemaking, page 25

Creation of Northwest Coast  
Hand Drums, page 26

Teatro Diabolico, page 20

Prospero’s Books, page 21

The Potential of Paper, page 22

Paper Sculpture, page 23

Cigar Box Guitar Making, page 35

Holly Wilson, Enough
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Tohono O’odham Basketry:  
Horsehair Miniatures and Yucca Plaques

Terrol Dew Johnson and Rosemarie Ramon
June 18-22

Join master basketweavers to learn the 
techniques used to create both traditional and 
contemporary Tohono O’odham (Papago) 
yucca baskets as well as miniature horsehair 
baskets. Learn the two primary traditional coil 
techniques used in both basket types: Closed-
stitch (the sturdy inner coil is completely 
covered by hundreds of tight stitches which 
are woven directly next to one another); and 
Split-stitch (the inner coil is exposed by spacing 
stitches further apart; alternating stitches and 
“blank space,” creating mesmerizing designs 
and geometric patterns). 

You will use horsehair and native plants of 
the Sonoran Desert in southern Arizona. No 
dyes are used on either the horsehair or the 
plants – traditional weavers rely solely on the 
natural colors of desert plants including white 
yucca, green bear grass, and black devil’s claw, 
and horsehair colors range from red and black 
to white and brown. Learn about sustainable 

collecting, growing and the preparation of 
natural fibers for basketry. 

Students may learn both techniques or choose 
to focus on either Yucca/Plant or Horsehair 
baskets. In addition, Terrol will hold extra 
sessions for those wishing to learn techniques 
he uses in making his non-traditional baskets 
– one of his specialties. On a field trip, students 
will collect local materials that may be used in 
these baskets. 

Skill Level: All levels

Tuition: $735
Lab Fee: $85, includes all gathered and 
processed fibers and materials to complete one 
or two baskets; and the use of awls, needles 
and thimbles in class. Awls will be available for 
purchase in class. You may be asked to bring 
additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 15 students

Terrol Johnson (Tohono O’odham), 
community leader and artist, co-founded 
Tohono O’odham Community Action (TOCA), 
an organization dedicated to creating positive 
programs based in “the Desert People’s Way.” 
He has won top honors at Santa Fe Indian 
Market, O’odham Tash, Heard Museum Fair 
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and more. His work is in the permanent 
collections of the Smithsonian’s National 
Museum of the American Indian and the 
Heard Museum. He was honored for his 
community work with the Ford Foundation’s 
Leadership for a Changing World Award.

Rosemarie Ramon (village of Covered Wells, 
AZ, in the Gu Achi district on the Tohono 
O’odham Nation). She has been weaving 
baskets since the age of seven. Her mother, 
renowned miniature horsehair basketweaver 
Geneva Acosta, along with her father Arnold V. 
Ramon Sr. and late grandmother Anita Marie 
Ramon, taught her to weave horsehair, yucca 
and bear grass baskets. She shares her art with 

younger O’odham and non- O’odham of all 
ages. Her grandmother taught the important 
lesson, “Bi m’o h-tham ik, bi m’o ap”, meaning 
“Don’t hurry up, it will not come out right”. 
Rosemarie is inspired by this and when she 
weaves, she is relaxed and happy.  
https://squareup.com/store/rosemarie-ramon 

Cahuilla Basketry

Rose Ann Hamilton
June 25-29

The Indian tribes of California produced 
baskets of great diversity and beauty, and 
the exquisite work of the Cahuilla is highly 

regarded. In recent years, the Cahuilla have 
experienced a revival in the art of basket-
making. Learn how to create your own 
Cahuilla-style coiled basket using yucca, 
sumac, juncus and deer grass. On a field trip 
to the nearby Cahuilla Reservation, you will 
learn how to identify and prepare plants used 
in basket-making.  

Skill Level: All levels 

Tuition: $735
Lab fee: $45, includes materials, field trip 
and use of tools; you may be asked to bring 
additional materials.
Enrollment limited to 10 students

Rose Ann Hamilton (Cahuilla, Apapatkiktem 
clan) first learned from renowned Cahuilla 
basket-weaver Donna Largo at Idyllwild 
Arts in 1993. She has taught Cahuilla basket 
classes and presented at Cahuilla, Santa Rosa, 
Ramona and Agua Caliente reservations, as 
well as the Riverside Metropolitan Museum, 
Autry Museum, Agua Caliente Museum, 
and San Manuel conferences at CSUSB and 
Crafton Hills College. She has participated in 
gatherings at Los Coyotes, Santa Ysabel, and 
Soboba reservations. She is the granddaughter 
of Rosanda Apapas Hopkins Tortez Lugo and 
the great-granddaughter of Antonia Casero, 
Cahuilla master weavers.

Navajo Weaving:  
Beginning & Intermediate

Barbara Ornelas & Lynda Pete
June 18-22, June 25-29

Learn the art of weaving from master Navajo 
weavers Barbara Teller Ornelas and Lynda 
Teller Pete, originally from Two Grey Hills 
and Newcomb, NM. While instructing and 
demonstrating, sisters Barbara and Lynda 
will share their family’s personal weaving 
stories and experiences, giving you a view into 
the world of Navajo weaving. According to 
Navajo oral tradition two holy people, Spider 
Woman and Spider Man, introduced weaving 
to the Navajo. Spider Man constructed the 
first loom, which was composed of sunshine, 
lightning, and rain; and Spider Woman taught 
the people how to weave on it. Spider Woman 
was discovered by the Holy Twins, the culture 
heroes of the Navajo Creation Story, in a small 
opening in the earth surrounded by an array 
of beautiful weavings. Entering her dwelling, 
the Holy Twins descended a ladder made of 
yarn, whereupon Spider Woman offered them 
knowledge of the world of weaving.

Beginners: Learn the traditional method of 
Navajo weaving and begin weaving with a pre-
warped, upright Navajo loom. The majority of 

Navajo Weaving

Cahuilla Basketry 
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the week will be spent designing and learning 
how to weave a 12” x 16” rug. Includes a lesson 
on warping a loom. You may enroll for the full 
two weeks or only the first week. 

Intermediate: If you have taken the course 
or have basic Navajo weaving training on an 
upright loom, you will explore more advanced 
techniques and patterns, and your rug may be 
any size. Bring rugs from previous summers to 
complete, or begin a new rug. You must bring 
your own loom, set up for weaving before class 
begins. Or, you may order a pre-warped loom 
at when registering online. You may enroll for 
the full two weeks or only the second week.

Tuition: $735 per week 
Lab fee: $80 Beginners: includes the use of a 
pre-warped loom and all tools in class, four 
skeins of wool. Looms, additional wool, battens 
and combs will be available for purchase.

Intermediate students: No fee; wool and warp 
will be available for purchase. Option to order 
a pre-warped loom to use in class for $45 when 
you register online.
Enrollment limited to 10 students per week

Barbara Teller Ornelas is best known for her 
Navajo tapestry weavings (95–120 weft threads 
per inch). She has set several records with her 
weavings: she has won Best of Show at the 
Santa Fe Indian Market twice; she set a new 
record in 1987 by selling a weaving for $60,000 

that she and her sister Rosann Lee made; and 
she wove the largest tapestry-style Navajo 
weaving on record. Barbara is a fifth-generation 
weaver who was raised near Two Grey Hills 
on the Navajo Reservation, where her father 
was a trader. She has been featured in National 
Geographic, Business Week, Americana and 
Native Peoples magazines, as well as many 
books. She has won dozens of awards, and has 
demonstrated and lectured at many museums 
and institutions around the world. She recently 
participated in a cultural exchange with 
Peruvian weavers at the request of the US State 
Department. Barbara and Lynda have taught 
their popular workshop at Idyllwild Arts for 20 
summers.

Lynda Teller Pete began weaving at age 6 
and won her first major award at age 12 at the 
Gallup Ceremonial. She has gone on to win 
many awards for her weaving, including Best 
of Classification for Textiles at the prestigious 
Santa Fe Indian Market. Lynda collaborates 
with museums, schools and art venues in 
Colorado and around the country to teach 
about Navajo weaving. She is also known as 
an accomplished beadwork artist and has won 
many awards for this work. 
www.navajorugweavers.com 

Beginning Shoemaking:  
Open Back Slip-on Shoes & Sandals

Debra Hovel
July 1-3

Learn how to measure feet, tape a last (the form 
on which a shoe is made), develop a pattern, 
cut and sew an upper and sole, finish a simple 
slip-on shoe or sandal. This is an introduction 
to shoemaking so no prior experience is 
necessary but sewing skills are a big help. We 
will be hands-on in this class with students 
completing each step, while learning a little 
about shoemaking history.

To make sure all students actually achieve 
success, all students will make the same 
simple slip-on pattern or sandal but will be 
encouraged to trim, dye, paint or stamp their 
leather to make their shoes unique. Debra 
will share the many embellishing techniques 
for which she is so well-known. Walk out of 
class in style, wearing your own hand-made 
creation.

Skill Level: Basic manual skills for tracing and 
cutting of parts and machine sewing skills are 
helpful.

Tuition: $495
Lab Fee: $125, includes leather, soles/footbeds 
and other materials, lasts and hand tools for use 
in class; you may be asked to bring additional 
materials.
Enrollment limited to 8 students

Debra Hovel is a designer and shoemaker 
living and working in Palm Springs, with a 
fabrication studio in Pinyon Flats, CA, called 
Makerville. The Architecture and Design 
Museum in Palm Springs is currently featuring 
her shoes in the exhibition Illuminated Objects. 
She recently presented a lecture on shoemaking 
at the Palm Springs Art Museum that featured 
a design studio tour. Debra is an active member 
of the Honorable Cordwainer Company and 
the Footwear Symposium and an enthusiastic 
believer in the philosophy of making.
debrahovelfootwear.com, instagram.com/
debrahovelfootwear, twitter.com/trendchick

Debra Hovel, Beginning Shoemaking 

You may also be interested in: 

Seeds of Glass: Native Beadwork as 
Surface Design, page 24

The Potential of Paper, page 22

Paper Sculpture, page 23
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Writers Week WRITERS WEEK
July 2-6

Coordinators: Ed Skoog, Victoria Chang, 
Samantha Dunn 

Poets and writers from around the world 
have found a special home at Idyllwild Arts. 
For decades, it has gathered thoughtful, 
provoking, and notable guests—among them 
Ray Bradbury, Norman Corwin, Lucille 
Clifton, Sharon Olds, Maxine Kumin, Billy 
Collins, Ted Kooser, Philip Levine, David St. 
John, and Natasha Trethewey. Join us to be 
inspired and challenged by world-class voices 
at our annual Writers Week.

Work with and engage with some of the 
country’s premier literary artists. Writers 
Week includes:

•  Workshops
•  Daily craft talks 
•  Public readings
•  Book signing receptions 
•  Opportunities to socialize and exchange 

ideas
•  Six Merit Fellowship opportunities 

(the Bentley-Buckman Fellowships) 
idyllwildarts.submittable.com/submit

•  Participant reading and farewell reception  

Poetry

Victoria Chang, Dana Levin, Gregory Pardlo
July 2–6   

Since poets often write alone, the Idyllwild 
poetry workshops are meant to convene a 
diverse community of writers with the hope 
that you may improve your own writing, 
refine your work, and have breakthrough 
moments through inspirational and thought-
provoking workshops, craft talks, readings, and 
lively discussions under the mystic stars and 
Idyllwild pines.  

Open to anyone with an interest in writing 
poetry, from enthusiastic beginners to 
emerging and established poets, as well as 
MFA students or graduates looking for some 
extra workshop time with different faculty. 
Faculty and guests will share their perspectives 
and offer feedback during the daily morning 
sessions and afternoon craft talks.

Individualized attention is a priority so 
each poetry workshop has no more than 10 
participants. Prior to arriving, you will submit 
five poems for feedback in the workshop. Your 
group will meet each morning on Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday; Thursday 
mornings will be set aside for one-on-one 
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meetings and small group workshops. 
Afternoons and evenings will be devoted to 
craft talks, readings and other events to inspire 
you and to spur your imagination.

Skill Level: All levels

Tuition: $765
Enrollment limited to 30 students (10 students 
per workshop/teacher)

The Art of Storytelling

Samantha Dunn
July 2-6  

“Never let the truth get in the way of a good 
story,” Mark Twain supposedly said. In this 
workshop, you will explore the elements 
of all great storytelling, using a multitude 
of exercises to tap and enhance your own 
deep sources of creativity. Whether you are 
a beginner or are a prolific writer, you will 
gain a better understanding of the structural 
elements that underpin any kind of compelling 
narrative, whether it be fiction or nonfiction, 
spoken word or written on the page. You will 
also be armed with new techniques for creating 
characters that come alive, creating vivid 
worlds with your words, and generating story 
ideas. All levels of writer will be able to apply 
the lessons. Come prepared to ask the question 

“What if?” and deeply imagine new possibilities. 
Be prepared to write - a lot! Class time will be 
about practicing what you learn - bring plenty 
of pens and blank notebooks. By the end of 
the week, you will have at least one well-honed 
story ready for public consumption.

Your group will meet four hours on Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday; Thursday 
morning will be set aside for personal coaching 
and small group workshops. Afternoons and 
evenings will be devoted to Writers Week craft 
talks, readings and other events.

Skill Level: All levels

Tuition: $765
Enrollment limited to 12 students

The Alchemy of the Short Story

Ben Loory
July 2-6   

This workshop focuses on the interplay 
between character and story structure-- what 
they are, and how they work together to 
create a larger effect. The workshop will 
combine writing prompts, directed readings, 
and lectures on various story development 
techniques to help you create unforgettable 
stories. The course will include workshop and 
critique of your work to help improve mastery 
of your craft.

Skill Level: All levels

Tuition: $765
Enrollment limited to 10 students

Writing the Short Essay

David Ulin
July 2-6  

Essays don’t need to be long to be effective; 
just look at the Lives column of the New York 
Times Magazine. In fact, essays can be at 
their most essential when they are short and 
pointed, when they address a singular moment 
or circumstance in an immediate way. In this 
workshop, you will work on one short essay 
over the course of the week. Be prepared to 
arrive with ideas to present in the first session, 
then you will work, write and workshop your 
pieces. Expect to have a draft of an original 
essay complete by the end of the residency. 

Skill Level: All levels are welcome

Tuition: $765
Enrollment limited to 10 students

FACULTY 
Victoria Chang’s fourth 
book of poems, Barbie 
Chang, was published by 
Copper Canyon Press in 
2017. Her previous book of 
poems, The Boss, published 
by McSweeney’s in 2013, 
won the PEN Center 

Literary Award and a California Book Award. 
Her other books are Salvinia Molesta and Circle. 
Her poems have been published in Poetry, 
American Poetry Review, Best American Poetry, 
Kenyon Review, New Republic, and other places. 
She also published a picture book with Marla 
Frazee, the NYT Notable Book, Is Mommy? 
by Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster in 2015. She 
was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship in 
2017. She works at Antioch University’s MFA 
Program as Teaching Faculty.  @VChangPoet 
or www.victoriachangpoet.com

Samantha Dunn is the 
author of Failing Paris, 
PEN West Fiction finalist; 
the bestselling memoir, Not 
By Accident: Reconstructing 
a Careless Life; and Faith in 
Carlos Gomez: A Memoir 
of Salsa, Sex and Salvation. 

Her work has been anthologized in Women on 
the Edge: Writing from Los Angeles and other 
outlets. Her work as a journalist is regularly 
featured in O, the Oprah Magazine, Los Angeles 

Times, and Ms. among others. Samantha is the 
executive editor of Coast magazine and teaches 
at Chapman University in Orange, CA.  
www.samanthadunn.net

Dana Levin’s fourth 
book is Banana Palace 
(Copper Canyon Press, 
2016). Previous collections 
include Sky Burial, which 
The New Yorker called 

“utterly her own and utterly 
riveting.” Recent work has 

appeared in Best American Poetry 2015, Poem-
a-day, Boston Review, and Poetry. Levin is a 
grateful recipient of many honors, including 
those from the NEA, the Library of Congress, 
and the Rona Jaffe, Whiting, and Guggenheim 
Foundations. A teacher of poetry for twenty-
five years, Levin serves as Distinguished Writer 
in Residence at Maryville University in  
St. Louis. www.danalevinpoet.com

Ben Loory is the author 
of the collections Tales 
of Falling and Flying and 
Stories for Nighttime and 
Some for the Day, as well as 
a picture book for children, 
The Baseball Player and the 
Walrus. His fables and tales 

have appeared in the New Yorker, Tin House, 
Fairy Tale Review, and Weekly Reader’s READ 
Magazine, and been heard on This American 
Life and Selected Shorts. He is a graduate of 
Harvard and the American Film Institute 
and teaches short story writing at the UCLA 
Extension Writers’ Program.  
www.benloory.com

Gregory Pardlo’s 
collection Digest (Four 
Way Books) won the 2015 
Pulitzer Prize for Poetry. 
His other honors include 
fellowships from the 
National Endowment for 
the Arts and the New York 

Foundation for the Arts; his first collection 
Totem was selected by Brenda Hillman for 
the APR/Honickman Prize in 2007. He is also 
the author of Air Traffic, a memoir in essays 
forthcoming from Knopf. www.pardlo.com

David L. Ulin is the 
author, most recently, 
of the novel Ear to the 
Ground. His other books 
include Sidewalking: 
Coming to Terms with Los 
Angeles, shortlisted for 
the PEN/Diamonstein-

Spielvogel Award for the Art of the Essay, The 
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Lost Art of Reading: Why Books Matter in a 
Distracted Time, and the Library of America’s 
Writing Los Angeles: A Literary Anthology, 
which won a California Book Award. A 2015 
Guggenheim Fellow, he spent 10 years as 
book editor, and then book critic, of the  
Los Angeles Times.

Ed Skoog’s (Writers 
Week Consultant) third 
collection of poems, 
Run the Red Lights, was 
published in 2016 by 
Copper Canyon Press, 
which includes poems that 
appeared in Best American 

Poetry, Harper’s, and The New York Times 
Sunday Magazine. He has received fellowships 
from the Bread Loaf Writers Conference and 
The Lannan Foundation, has been writer-in-
residence at the Richard Hugo House, George 
Washington University, and University of 
Montana, and is a past chair of creative 
writing at Idyllwild Arts Academy. He lives in 
Portland, OR. 

GUESTS 
Melissa Chadburn has 
written for The New York 
Times Book Review, The 
Atlantic’s Citylab, Buzzfeed, 
Poets & Writers, American 
Public Media’s Marketplace, 
and dozens other places. 
She is a contributing 

editor for The Economic Hardship Reporting 
Project. Her essay, “The Throwaways,” received 
notable mention in Best American Essays and 
Best American Nonrequired Reading. Her debut 
novel, A Tiny Upward Shove, is forthcoming 
with Farrar, Straus, & Giroux. 

Brendan Constantine 
is the author of four 
collections of poetry. His 
work has appeared in 
Prairie Schooner, FIELD, 
Ploughshares, Virginia 
Quarterly, Ninth Letter, 
and the American Journal 

of Poetry among other journals. His most 
recent collection is ‘Dementia, My Darling’ 
(2016 Red Hen Press).  He has received 
grants and commissions from the Getty 
Museum, James Irvine Foundation, and 
the National Endowment for the Arts.  A 
popular performer, Brendan has presented 
his work to audiences throughout the US and 
Europe, also appearing on NPR’s All Things 
Considered, numerous podcasts, and YouTube. 
He currently teaches poetry at the Windward 

School and regularly offers classes to hospitals, 
foster homes, veterans, and the elderly.

Matthew Dickman is the 
author of All-American 
Poem (American Poetry 
Review/ Copper Canyon 
Press, 2008), 50 American 
Plays (co-written with 
his twin brother Michael 
Dickman, Copper Canyon 

Press, 2012), Mayakovsky’s Revolver (W.W. 
Norton & Co, 2012), Wish You Were Here 
(Spork Press, 2013), 24 HOURS (One Star Press, 
Paris, France, 2014), Brother (Faber&Faber UK, 
2016), and the forthcoming poetry collection 
Wonderland (W.W. Norton & Co) He is the 
recipient of The May Sarton Award from the 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the 
Kate Tufts Award from Claremont College, and a 
2015 Guggenheim. His poems have appeared in 
Poetry London, McSweeny’s, The London Review 
of Books, Esquire Magazine, Best American 
Poetry and The New Yorker among others. 

Tod Goldberg is the New 
York Times bestselling 
author of over a dozen 
books, including Gangster 
Nation, Gangsterland, 
which was a finalist for 
the Hammett Prize, The 
House of Secrets, and Living 

Dead Girl, a finalist for the Los Angeles Times 
Book Prize. His nonfiction and criticism has 
appeared widely, including in the Los Angeles 
Times, Wall Street Journal, Los Angeles Review 
of Books, and Best American Essays. In addition, 
he is the co-host of the popular podcast 
Literary Disco, along with Julia Pistell & Rider 
Strong, and founded and directs the Low 
Residency MFA in Creative Writing & Writing 
for the Performing Arts at the University of 
California, Riverside. http://todgoldberg.com

Terrance Hayes is the 
author of five poetry 
collections, including 
How to Be Drawn, which 
received the 2016 NAACP 
Image Award for Poetry and 
Lighthead, which won the 
2010 National Book Award 

for poetry.  American Sonnets for My Past And 
Future Assassin, and To Float In The Space 
Between: Drawings and Essays in Conversation 
with Etheridge Knight are forthcoming in 
2018. He is the recipient of numerous honors 
including a Whiting Writers Award, a National 
Endowment for the Arts Fellowship, a United 
States Artists Zell Fellowship, a Guggenheim 
Fellowship, and a MacArthur Fellowship. 
terrancehayes.com

Bruce Wagner has written 
nine novels, including I’m 
Losing You, Dead Stars, and 
the PEN Faulkner fiction 
finalist The Chrysanthemum 
Palace. He created and 
wrote the TV acclaimed 
mini-series Wild Palms 

and the screenplay for the David Cronenberg-
directed film, Maps to the Stars, which won 
the Best Actress award for Julianne Moore at 
the Cannes Film Festival In 2014. He wrote 
the essay for “2 1/4,” by William Eggleston and 
has been a contributor to the New Yorker, Art 
Forum and Vanity Fair. 

You may also be interested in: 

Songwriting, page 34

Prospero’s Books, page 21

The Potential of Paper, page 22
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Notice of Non-Discriminatory Policy

The Idyllwild Arts Summer Program, a non-
profit educational program of the Idyllwild 
Arts Foundation, does not discriminate on the 
basis of race, color, sex, gender identification, 
religion, or national and ethnic origin in the 
administration of its educational programs, 
admissions policies, employment practices or 
financial aid procedures.

Registration and Payments

Register and make payments online by using 
the link www.idyllwildarts.org/register. We 
accept VISA, American Express, Discover or 
MasterCard. Completed applications must 
include the $50 application fee, and $250-per-
course deposit to ensure placement. Deposit is 
applied toward tuition.

Application is confirmed upon payment of 
application fee and deposit. Enrollment (class 
placement) is not guaranteed until balance is 
paid in full. Complete balance is due at least 30 
days before class begins; a $100 late payment 
fee will be assessed to past due accounts. 

If you are unable to use online registration, 
contact the Summer Registrars at 951-468-7265 
or summer@idyllwildarts.org.

Refunds

No refunds are made for early withdrawals, 
student cancellations or no-shows (regardless 
of accident, illness, or change of plans) except 
as follows. Program Protection insurance is 
available for purchase at online checkout.

1)  All fees, minus the $50 application fee are 
refundable up to 90 days before a class is 
scheduled to begin.

2)  80% of fees minus the $50 application fee 
are refundable if a student withdraws 89 to 
30 days prior to the student’s Registration 
Day/start of workshop. This refund requires 
a written request. 

3)  No refunds will be made less than 30 days 
before a student’s Registration Day/start of 
workshop. 

4)  If Idyllwild Arts cancels a class, all fees are 
refundable in full.

5)  You will have the option to purchase 
Basic and Premium Program Protection 
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insurance at online checkout. Similar to 
travel insurance, Program Protection makes 
up the gap between payments and stated 
refund policy should emergencies occur. 
Choose the Program Protection option 
through online registration. You must 
purchase when you register.

Idyllwild Arts is not able to apply non-
refundable payments to a future summer 
program.

Arrival and Check In

Students may check in from 3 to 5 p.m. on 
the day before their workshop begins, or 
between 8 and 8:30 a.m. the first day of class. 
A Registration Packet will be sent to you with 
check-in dates. Check your email and your 
CampIn Touch account for details. In order for 
check-in to be quick, complete all forms online 
prior to arrival.

There are no provisions for arriving prior to or 
after registration hours.

Discounts and Credits

Idyllwild Arts offers students options to 
reduce the cost of attending the Summer 
Program.

Pay in Full Today: 10% off the total cost of 
tuition when you Pay in Full on the same day 
your application is submitted, available online 
through March 15, 2018. 5% off Tuition 
when you Pay In Full on the same day your 
application is submitted, available through 
May 1, 2018. 

Students choosing the Pay In Full Today 
option are not eligible for scholarships.

Family Discount: Receive tiered discounts 
when you register two or more members of 
your immediate family: 2 members - $75 off 
your balance, 3 members - $125 off, 4 or more 
- $175 off.  Family members are not required 
to attend at the same time. Only applicable to 
workshops lasting one week or longer.

1)  Family members are not required to 
attend at the same time.

2)  Not available to weekend registrants.

3)  Not applied to Family Week.

Bring a Friend: Receive credit of $50 per 
new student—one who has not attended the 
Summer Program previously—you bring to 
the Summer Program, up to half the total cost 
of your stay at Idyllwild Arts. (limit $500).

1)  A new student can be claimed by only one 
returning student.

2)  Does not apply to immediate family 

members of returning students. (See 
Family Discount)

3)  Not available to weekend registrants.

Teacher and Student Discount: If there is 
space available in a workshop 30 days before 
it begins, teachers (K–12, currently employed, 
full time) and current college/university 
students (full time) may enroll at 50% off of 
tuition. 

1)  Available only to week-long workshop 
registrants.

2)  Fees for the workshop must be paid at the 
time of registration.

3)  Available on a limited basis.

Financial Aid/Scholarships

Because we are a private nonprofit educational 
institution, scholarships are awarded from 
funds donated specifically for that purpose. 
Generous donors have made scholarships 
available on a limited basis for these specific 
groups: (contact Summer Registrar for details)

1)  Native American Community Leaders, 
Members, and Teachers

2)  Inland Empire Teachers, Professors, and 
Graduate Students

3)  Writers Week Fellowships for Poets  
and Writers

Support Our Mission

The Idyllwild Arts Foundation, a 501(c)(3) 
non-profit organization founded in 1946, 
operates both the Idyllwild Arts Academy and 
Summer Program. The mission of the Idyllwild 
Arts Foundation is changing lives through the 
transformative power of art.

Our visionary founders, Max and Bee Krone, 
believed that “the arts provide the best 
common ground for friendly cooperation 
among the peoples of the world.”

IAF was founded, built, and is sustained 
today by the power of philanthropy. Generous 
support from our Board members, alumni, 
foundations, faculty and staff, and friends, 
every year, ensures that our mission can 
continue to thrive. 

We are enormously grateful to our thousands 
of supporters who generously give their time, 
talent and treasure. To find out more about 
how you can help support our mission, please 
contact the Development Office at:

Idyllwild Arts Foundation
Development
P.O. Box 38, Idyllwild, CA 92549-0038
951-659-2171 ext. 2330
development@idyllwildarts.org
www.idyllwildarts.org

Idyllwild Arts Academy

The Idyllwild Arts Academy is an 
internationally acclaimed premier residential 
arts high school (9th-12th; PG) (September 
through May), providing pre-professional 
training in the arts and a comprehensive 
college preparatory curriculum to a diverse 
student body of gifted young artists. Idyllwild 
Arts Academy’s 300 students hail from more 
than 33 countries and pursue artistic excellence 
in Music, Theatre, Dance, Visual Art, Creative 
Writing, Film & Digital Media, InterArts / 
Fashion Design. Graduates of Idyllwild Arts 
Academy currently excel in every professional 
field of the arts including Broadway theatre, 
primetime television, classical and jazz music, 
filmmaking, graphic design, photography and 
more. For information about applying to the 
Academy, contact admission@idyllwildarts.org 
or 951-468-7223

Summer Contact Information

For all questions not covered here or at 
idyllwildarts.org/summer, contact the  
Summer Registrars at 951-468-7265 or 
 summer@idyllwildarts.org




